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ANTA FE NEW M XICAN
H

SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, AUGUST 14, 1906.

VOL. 43.
Jointure is Unjust to New Mexico.
Jointure to my mind is an outrageous injustice to Tooth New Mexico and Arizona. While It Is true that
our population does not compare with
either New York or Pennsylvania, it
is likewise true that scarcely any
state on Its admission had the population of New Mexico, and should we
go on indefinitely striving to catch up
to either of these states, New Mexi
co and Arizona would no doubt be
territories for more than a hundred
years to come. I thank God that no- where in our grand country Is true,

STRONGLY ARGUES
ANTI-JOINTU-

Ex-Govern-

Otero

or

Favors Single
Blessedness.
SENATOR
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TELLER SAME WAY

Both Believe Separate Statehood Certain if Hamilton

Law Defeated.
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The New Mexican In conducting the
statehood
present very important
campaign fairly, justly and decently.
This paper has come to the conclusion
after careful consideration that for
itihe present and until the Republicans
of New Mexico in convention assembled speak otherwise, it- will be
best for the Interests of the people as
a whole to support the cause of joint
statehood as offered to New Mexico
and Arizona under what is called the
Hamilton Joint statehood law. At ithe
ccvu.v mm,, iu ncaio
uiijuocu iu
ttrltls.H
ni,aa
. monnni.
mo mvilastt
nmvu ftira
no just cause whatever for complaint,
It has several times printed letters
from and Interviews with prominent
citizens who are opposed to the stand
taken by the New Mexican for the
information of the people. The more
extended the discussion and the more
.the matter is brought before the people the greater will be the Interest taken and the larger will be the vote
rolled up on November 6th next. The
largest possible vote is one of the
objects this paper is working for;
such a one will show the people of
the country eud the Congress that
New Mexico is no longer a rotten
borough, but has sufficient population
and everything else necessary so as
to become a strong and well govern- ed state either combined with Ari-- !
zona or separately.
,
In accordance with this policy, the
New Mexican publishes two letters
from two men who are among the best
known in this Territory, namely, V.
S. Senator Henry M, Teller, from Den- vcr, Colorado,, and
M.
4,

'

Oerov.Aw.

United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.
Denver, Colo., July 30, 190(1
Honorable Miguel A. Otero,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dear Governor:
As you know. I have been interested
ever since I have been in public life
in securing the admission of New
I have voted for admission
every time I have haa an opportunity
to do so. I have defended your people
on the floor of the Senate on several
occasions when they have been assail- ed. I have opposed joint statehood
because I thought Mt was unjust not

than in tlhe middle west and west. The
Beverldge committee that visited New
Mexico and Arizona some years ago
published a report against our people
that should go down in history as one
of the most diabolical attempts to besmirch a section of peaceable, loyal
Americans that was ever successfully planned and carried out. To add
to this, and in continuation of the
slander already heaped upon us by
the report of said committee, officials
of high standing In Washington
joined
in the "merry dance." Busy heads
got together, Jointure for Oklahoma
and Indian Territory was used as a
subterfuge; a cunning wolf suggested
Jointure for New Mexico and Arizona, our disqualifications separately
were forgotten on the pretext that two
rotten eggs would make a
good
but above all they figured that
this plan was a good one to
get rid
oi tnem forever. Such actions wheth- er sectional or political are a dlserace
'
Tiff..
iuJf
tO loilltllrft ara
OUjeOlKHlS
based on what I beliovn t
,.!.,.
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I make no objections to Arizona ...
llevtag that Arizona's
objections
should be identical with New Mexico's. Both are good territories
and
both would make good states
separShould
ately.
we endorse Jointure we
admit our unfitness for statehood
singly, and agree with Beverldge and
his
We lose the respect
of those gallant members
of the Senate and House who fought for
what
was our rights, and mm
ir.
tho representation that
rightfully Le
tongs to us an.1
depending upon for the future.
canvassed the feeling In
iZTf
ties in this Territor '
mi
majority of the advocates for
are becoming heartily
lay, and would willingly LepUoin1
ure Wh the Jungles of
Africa rather
than" 'to be treated as
In
fanta. subjected to all sortssuckling
of Indlenl
from the eastern and some
fawn
ln
western representatives
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to see New Mexico can well say: "We have canturedl
vote against joint statehood, not be- - (larger territory; let us
wait on Art
cause It Is necessary to defeat that zona for a few years and evenh.niiJ
I
believe it
her in."
project, but because
For the life of me, I cannot see
;
materially hastentheadmissionofNew
how
Mexico as a state.
Arizona will do- - a single voter who has the
Interest f
feat joint statehood beyond a doubt, New Mexico at heart whether
h u.
and it would be very discouraging to Democratic or Itepub'lican
in
the
if
Senate
friends
New
his
vote
your
for Jointure
I cannot w
Mexico should give her vote for such how New Mexico can'be
benefited by
we
can at an sustaining Jointure,
admission. I believe
and then holding
early day, secure the admission of a separate constitutional
convention
your Territory, especially if you Show asking for single statehood Thifl nron
are
vote
opthat
your
people
to
by your
osltion,
me. is childish and will onlv
posed to joint, statehood, as well as aid those who are alreadv
the people of Arizona.
to believe us
vacillating and uncertain.
The vote on the Foraker amend-ment- In the language of President Roove-vel- t
I "admire a
42 for and 29 against, Jairly
fighter." Rather than
represents your strength in the Sen- accept crumbs from the table of those
ate. Joint statehood never had any willing manipulators of tho western
real strength in the House or Senate, peoples' rights, I would advocate a
only as it was supported by the friends declaration of war with Mexico and
of the admission of Oklahoma and Inmake them take us back." We have
dian Territory. As Oklahoma and In- certain rights that ought to be respect-ed- ,
dian Territory will be out of the way
our people have always been
loyal
In the future, joint statehood (unless New Mexico although
naturally with
your vote keeps it alive) will be dead the South voted
furnished
and we will have no more of it.
nearlv
I hope your people" will stand for troops in defense of the nninn
.
and vote for single population of less thnn m nnn ' t- - ...
their best interests
.
.
.
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.
"
"'""
!,., t war with
siaienooa ana aenmnuJ uiai, hh a unui
Spain, although an offspring
which has been conceded to them of the country we were
lighting, we
again and again by both political par-- ; furnished more troops in proportion
stateto population than any State in the
ties, they are entitled to single
hood by virtue of population, wealth, Union.
etc.
I can see no reason for New Mexico
I hope you. will take an active part
voting for Jointure. Personally I did
I
know
for
In the coming election,
nil in my power to nominate, W. H.
many of your people are looking to Andrews as Delegate for
Congress on
your lead In the fight for your rights. a single statehood
platform, and after
Yours very truly,
wards dm what I could for his elec(Signed) H. M. TELLER. tion. The
people responded and he
190G.
Santa Fe, N. M Aug. 1st,
was elected by a plurality of over
Hon. HenTy M. Teller, U. S. S., Den- 5,000 votes against Rodey, Independent Republican on jointure, and
ver, Colorado.
My Dear Senator I am In receipt Money Democrat. After'all, Senator,
of your very kind tetter of the 30th the people speak and I have faith in
ult., and can assure you that I not their verdict and will humbly bow to
only appreciate your writing me, but the decisions, hut my vote will be
that I heartily agree with all you say NO.
I believe it propor on this occasion
regarding statehood for New Mexico.
As you know, I am not holding any to quote from a speech made by Colon1 el
Roosevelt, at Las Vegas, New Mexipolitical office, but even if I were,
maintain that my rights as an Ameri- co, on Sunday, June 25, 1899, during
can, even though not a citizen In the the Rough Riders' Reunion. Honorable
true sense of the word, would Justify Frank Springer presented Colonel
my candidly expressing, myself on a Roosevelt a medal on behalf of the
subject of so vital Importance to my people of New Mexico. In response,
people as a whole, no matter to what Colonel, nowv President Roosevelt,
"
said:
political faith they belong.
Politically, as you know, I am a Quotation From "Colonel" Roosevelt's
La Vegas Speech.
Republican, sectionally I am a west"I cannot say how glad I have been
erner, but, above all I am an American. Statehood for New Mexico Is not to come here. I never was in New
a political issue; sectionally it would Mexico before, but I never felt like
be folly to entertain such a thought, a stranger for one moment among you.
(although the New Englanders are not (Applause). I claim tlhe Bame right
quite so liberal), hut as an American that each of your sons claims of glory (
I feel that I am certainly entitled to
. (Continued on Page Eight)
my day In court.
I am anxious
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CONVENTION MANY
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TOOK SECURITIES

TO FRENCHCLERGY

FOREST RESERVES

Concerning Separa- Of Notes in Wreck- To Be Examined by
ed Chicago
Professor Baker
tion of Church
Bank.
of Bureau.
From State.
TO

PRESERVE

DEPOSITORS'

RELIGION

CHANCES. BAD

T
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In France is Object Con--1 If Real Estate is Squandered Where Possible in Order to
demns Law Recently
Assure Water Small
Too, They Get Only 25
Enacted There.
Per Cent.
Nurseries a Feature.
i

Home, Aug., 14. The text of the
Pope's long expected encylical to the
arch bishops and the bishops of Franco
concerning their future conduct in
view of the enactment of laws profor the separation of the
viding
church from the state appeared In the
Osservafcore Romano today. It says
the time has now arrived to indicate
what should. bo done to defend and
preserve the religion in France.
Decision Regarding Law Deferred.
"We deferred," the encylical continued, "our decision owing to tho importance of this grave Question and
feel-inparticularly through a charitable
for the great services your nation
has rendered to the church. Having
heretofore condemned this iniquitous
law, wo examined with the greatest
care its articles, to see If they permitted of the organization of a religious
life in France without jeapordizlng the
.
sacred principles of tho church."
After approving of the recommendation of tho French hierarchy in
disapproving of the law, the encyclical
says:
"Concerning the cultural associations such as the law prescribes, we
decree absolutely that they cannot be
formed without a visitation of sacred
rights which are the life itself of the
church.
Pope Feare for Future of Church in
France.
"The Pope says nothing causes him
greater agony than the eventualities
menacing the church in France and
therefore he hopes to find some other
kind of associations not endangering
Divine rights.
g

PULAJANES TO
BE EXTERMINATED

so

"em,
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of
Governor Ide Seeks
Native People in Slaying Outlaws
Farmers Forced to Fight.

Voters Will Pause to
Think Before
Casting Ballots.
While I do
,,
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POPE'S

Manila, Aug. 14. Governor Ido Te
turned to Manila today after a con
fcrence at Tacleben, Island of Leyte,
August 12, with Major General Wood,
Brigadier General Lee, Governor De
Veyra, fifteen presidents and Colonel
The
Taylor of the constabulary.
presidents promised to support the
American, authorities and furnish Information leading to the extermination
of the Pulajanes.
Governor Ide has
decided to appoint a commission to
visit the disaffected districts and
hold meetings of the town councils to
Impress the people with the necessiand support in exty of
terminating the Pulajanes. The outlaw band numbers about a hundred
and is being greatly increased by the
to
leaders forcing peaceful farmers
participate In the raids, threatening
them with death if they refused.

INSURANCE MAN
MUST TALK
Or Go to Jail Is Decision

of San Francisco Judge Refused to Name
Interested Companies.

San Francisco, California, Aug. 14.
Charles Hendry, the local representative of the London and Lancaster Fire
Insurance Company, must answer all
questions propounded , by a grand
jury or go to Jail for contempt of
court. Such Is the judgment of pre
siding Judge Graham, before whom
Hendry appeared on a citation directing him to show cause Why he should
not divulge the names of the com
panies In which the London and Lancaster reinsured whose "embargo" on
London and Lancaster has made it
necessary for the latter corporation
to make a horizontal cut on all poll
cles upon payment.

ATTACHMENT FOR
OIL MAGNATE
H. Clay Pierce to Be Taken By Sheriff
Unless He Gives Deposition In
.Damage Suit.
St. Louis, Aug. 14.

An attachment

Chicago, Aug., 14. The belief that
a large amount of collateral given as
security on notes in the Milwaukee
Avenue State Bank have been stolen
practically became a certainty last
night, when a note for $9,000, known
to be genuine, was found in President
Stensland's house. A search was
made for collateral security, but It
could not be found. This discovery
opened up a field for unlimited speculation as to how far the looting had
disapproceeded before Stenskind
peared.
If real estate and other securities
of the bank havo been stolen or shall
be found to bo worthless, the amount
of money left to pay the depositors
probably will be reduced as low as
25 per cent.

Professor Hugh 1'. llaker, of Washington, D. C, who is connected with
the Bureau of Forestry, and Is also
an instructor in forestry at the Iowa
State College, has been In the city
for several days in conference with
Leon f' Kneipp, supervisor
of the
Pecos and Jemez Reserves. Mr. Baker
has been detailed by the government
for the purpose of examining the watersheds in these two forest reserves
with an idea of determining the adaptability for tjee planting a a means
of conserving the water supply and
from
particularly the watersheds
which the water comes that supplies
the cities of Santa Ke and Las Vegas.
He will leave In a few days to begin
this work on the Pecos Rorest Reserve.
"This work of planting trees In the
has been commenced
watersheds
In
formost of
tho
western
TEXAS DEMOCRATS
est reserves,"
Mr.
statBaker
IN CONVENTION ed this
morning while being
by a reporter of tho New
At Dallae Nomination for Governor Mexican. "The
government is preparTomorrow T. M. Campbell in
ing lor the tremendous future developControl Today.
ment which we know will come. The
development will depend greatly upon
14.
The Demo- the permanency of the water supDallas, Texas, Aug.
cratic state convention was called to ply.
order today In the new auditorium. T.
To Plant Trees Where Possible.
M. Campbell, who received the larg"I am here to examine the city watest vote in the recent primaries, has ersheds and watersheds generally fo:
the strongest following, but
the the purpose of planting trees where-eve- r
friends of the 6. B. CoJfluitt, of Palespracticable. Certain burned over
tine asserted that Colquitt will lead areas have not been coming in
on the second ballot. A temporary very rapidly to native growth and In
organization was effected by the se- these districts we are planning to
lection of Howard Templeton as tem- plant a number of seedlings.
Mr.
porary caairtr.ih. ' Fw a jermanent Kneipp thought it might Improve the
presUVIng officer it was expected that water conserving power in the reJudge Joseph E. Cockrell of Dallas, serves under his supervision to have
would be named later. The nomina- more or less tree planting
done. 1
tion for governor will not. take place haven't determined yet what kind of
trees will be planted but in all probbefore tomorrow.
ability they will be native trees.
"In addition to examining the forests
FREIGHT TRAIN
in the watersheds
will also look into
STRIKES PASSENGER the matter of establishing small nurseries at the ranger headquarters for
the production of seedlings to be used
At Fort Scott Kansas Cars Wrecked
in planting the thin areas. The seed
But No one Seriously
will bo collected on the reserves and
Injured.
planted at these ranger nurseries or
we may establish one large permanent
A
14.
St. nursery. I am astonished at the
Fort Scott, Kansas, Aug.,
Louis and San FrancJsco freight en- amount of natural growth on the
gine ran Into Missouri and Texas fast mountains and the scarcity of forest
passenger train No. six, north bound, fires. Of course unless fires can be
at the crossing of the two roads near kept out of the forest reserves it
this city, early today, overturning a would be useless to plant trees, but
chair car and one sleopor. Twenty-sevewe figure that the forest fires can
persons were hurt hut none seri- be eliminated to a certain extent.
ously. The passenger train was bound
"Mr. Kneipp tells me that he has had
from Texas to St. Louis and was six only one fire of any consequence In
hours lato. The chair car was trun- - the forest reserves under his
supervi
ed completely over but the s'eoper sion since he assumed
charge and that
fell against a telegraph pole which was In the Jemez. The fire burned six
prevented its falling on Its side. All hundred acres in a district where no
the Injured were able to continue on ranger was stationed and it burned for
their journey.
three or four days. A ranger has been
placed at this point and no fire in that
vicinity has occurred since. There
UNDERGROUND RAILhave been several small fires In
ROAD COMPLETED parts of the reserve but they wereother
put
out before they had .a chance to
Big Chicago Freight Subway Begins spread."
Start Work on Pecos Reserve.
Hauling Freight In Carload
Lots.
Professor Baker expects to be employed in his present work for several
Chicago, Aug. 14. The freight cars months, He will start on the Pecos
of the Illinois Tunnel Company will Reserve and then continue on the
carry merchandise of all kinds In car Jemez Reserve. If he has time there
load lots for the first time tomorrow. after he will make a tour of Inspection
This movement will mark the prac- of the Lincoln Reserve. Ho says that
tical completion of the Illinois Tunnel a great many of the universities and
Company's system of underground colleges throughout the country are
freight railroads, the construction of establishing departments of forestry
which was begun five years ago and and the federal forestry service is
which has cost the owners about furnishing most of the Instructors.
Professor Baker Is delighted wit'
The company now has
$30,000,000.
forty-liv- e
miles of tunnel equipped the climate of New Mexico and eswith rails and overhead trolley wires pecially that of Santa Fe. "You have
in the district bounded by Chicago a great climate here," he said when
the .conversation drifted to that subAvenue, the lake, Halstead Street and
ject. "I consider Iowa one of the
Sixteenth Street.
greatest states In the Union but Its
climate cannot compare with that of
NEGRO TROOPS
New Mexico. If Iowa had a climate
like this It would be without doubt
BECOME UNRULY one
of the greatest commonwealths
anywhere."
One Person Shot in Fight
Texas
Rangers Called Upon to PreWOOL MARKET
serve Order.
I

n

'

AGAIN BRIGHT
Houston, Texas, Aug. 14. A report
from Brownsville says that the negro Better Tone Shown in All Lines-Dull-ness
troops recently stationed there became
Past Months is
unruly today and that in the scrimOver.
mage which followed one person was
Boston, Aug. 14. There Is a better
killed. The mayor has asked that the
tone In the market for wool. Merstate rangers he sent there to keep
chants generally feel that the dullness
order.
of the past few months Is over. The
conservative members of the trade
GRAND AERIE OF
look for a steady market. Goods In
EAGLES CONVENE.
market are In a fairly strong position.

commanding the sheriff to take H.
Clay Pierce Into his custody for safe
keeping, until Pierce appears before
N iary Public Funkhouser and gives
his deposition in the $25,000 suit of
John O. Gruet, against Pierce for salary, said to be due him, was pjjt In
the sheriff's hands today and Deputy
Sheriffs went out in search for the oil
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug., 14.
The
magnate. Pierce Is believed to be in
Eight Annual Convention of the Grand
New York.
Aerie of the Fraternal Order of
Eagles opened here today, the deleIRON TRADES COUNCIL
about 1,500. There
OF 'FRISCO WANTS 8 HOURS. gates numbering
promises to be an exciting contest
for the various offices. For grand
San Francisco, Aug. 14. The Iron worthy president, Edward Krause, of
Trades' Council of this city has de- Wilmington, Deleware, and W. C.
cided to take a stand lor an eight Carr, of TJntontown, Pennsylvania, are
hour day. This is the first iron the most active candidates.
The entrades council in America to reach tertainment features during the week
such a decision. Six thousand men include flower and automobile parades
are Involved.
boating and trolley trips.

NO.

JEWEL THIEF'S
BIG HAUL
Secures $35,000 Worth of Valuable
Gems Belonging to Viennese
Merchants In Daylight.
London, Aug., 14. Jewelry valued at
$35,000 was stolen today from a case
belonging to some Viennese merchants
at the Earl's Court exhibition. The
robbery was committed in the

150,

BOMBS

Texas Committee Hearing Contest
Cases Fewest Negro
Delegates
In History of Party.

E

El Paso, Texas, Aug., 14. The Re
publican state executive committee
spent last night and this morning In
The convention
idecldlng contests.
Is to be called to order this afternoon
at 3 o'clock. Less than twenty-fivnegroes are In attendance, the smallest number of black delegates In the
history of the party In this state.
Republicans Split and Hold Two Conventions.
Houston, Texas, Aug. 14. Thirty
counties were represent ed when Dr.
Alexander Acheson of Denlson called
the "Reorganized"
Republicans' convention of Texas to order today. The
convention Is being held by those
Republicans who oppose the
domination of Teas, by State Chair
man and National Committeeman Cecil
Lyon. Ills adherents are today hold
ing their state convention at El Paso.
An organization was effected here by
the election of J. M. Moseley of Fort
Worth as temporary chairman. It is
believed the name of either Dr. Ache-son- ,
or H. F. MacGregor, of Houston,
will be submitted to the delegates as
the "Rcorganizatlonists" subornational nominees.
e

-

STREET CAR WAR
IN NEW YORK
Continues Today General Manager
Threatens to Suspend Service
To Coney Island.

At

Moscow

and
Plans

Vicinity
for Uprising.
CZAR

FACESllis" SOLDIERS

In Guards' Camp Despite
tempt to Kill Grand

At-

Duke Nicholas.
St. Petersburg,
The
Aug., 14.
authorities attach great Importance
to the capture of revolutionists at
Moscow and vicinity.
They believe
Uiey havo broken up the headquarters
of the military fighting organization
and have arrested tbe leaders, in addition to seizing a number of clandestine printing establishments
and a
largo supply of bombs and explosives
Including shimose powder. The authorities secured elaborate plans which
were to be used In the event of an
uprising.
Czar Takes His Life in His Hands.
Despite the attempt on the life of
Grand Duke Nicholas, on August 10
at Krasnoye-Selo- ,
the Emperor, accompanied by his entire family and
the major portion of the court, has
to spend a
gone to Krasnoye-Selweek at tho Guard's Camp. Six additional guard regiments have gons
to tho camp from St. Petersburg and
the most rigid pcrcantions have been
taken to protect tho Emperor during
his stay. A grand review is scheduled
for August 19th, after which the Imperial family will go to Tsarskoe-SelInstead of returning to Peteroff.

New York. Auk. .14. i'Iis rllfflnnliv
between the Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Company and its patrons caused by
the efforts of the company to collect
a double fare was continued today.
Application was made to District At
torney Clarke, of Brooklyn for several
warrants for the arrest of street car
employes on the charge of assaulting
passengers, In ejecting them from the
cars, after they had refused to pay
a second fare. .The general manager NEW POSTOFFICE
of the company said todav that if he
FOR ARMY MEN
were unable to collect double fares he
would suspend traffic on all surface
at Dale
Established
lines to Coney Island.
Temporarily
Creek In Wyoming, for Benefit of
8oldiers in Camp.
o

BIG PRICES FOR

Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. Acting Postmaster General Hitchcock has
an order establishing a temSeven Thousand Bring $3.60 a Head signed
postofflce at Dale Creek, on
porary
Chaves County Rancher Has
the Union Pacific Railway in WyomRight Idea.
ing, to serve the War Department's
camp of Instruction, ten miles from
to
the
Mexican.
New
Special
that point. The camp will continue
14.
N.
Roswell,
M., Aug.,
Captain
sixty
days and will have the patronCharles De Bremond yesterday sold
age of about 3,000 officers and men.
7,000 lambs from Shropslre
bucks, It is
expected that this method will
to E. E. Baker, of Whitehall. Illinois,
the price being $3.60 per head. This be followed hereafter In serving temis one of the most important sheep porary camps with postal facilities
deals that has been made In this lo- where camps are distant from established postoflices.
cality, and the price paid Is a top
notch figure for sheep raised in New
Mexico.
New Mexico sheepmen appreciate Captain De Bremond's efforts GOLD BRICKS FOR
In raising the standard of native sheep
PRINTER DELEGATES
and wool.

SHROPSIRE LAMBS

Must Become Scribes and
lish Stories of Cripple Creek
Gold Camp.

Typos

AFTER GRAIN ELE- VATOR OPERATORS

Pub-

Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug., 14.
Three special trains today carried
convendelegates of the
tion of the International Typographical Union, now in session In this city,
New Orleans, La., Aug., 14. A let- to Cripple Creek and the gold camp.
ter to the Interstate Commerce Com- One thousand two hundred dollars in
mission answering
tho questions gold bricks will be awarded as prizes
whether or not grain elevator allow- to the writers of the best articles
ances have been made by the Texas describing the trip and the gold camp
and Pacific Company was made public to be published outside of Colorado.
here today. The letter says the com- There was no business -- ession of the
pany has not made any allowance In union today.
the past three years with one possible
exception which Is submitted to the
The in- $70,000 SALARY
Commissioners' judgment.
formation furnished is for use in a
FOR RAILROADER
general investigation of the operation
ordered by the
of grain elevators,
Harrlman Loses Traffic Director J. C.
United States Senate.
Stubbs Who Goes to England Is
Report Report Denied.
Letter to Interstate Commerce Commission Made Public t New
Orleans.

MANY PEOPLE

DEAD IN FIRE
Suburb in Flames But
Great Fair Buildings Not
Yet Damaged.

At Gordlevka

The
Novogorod, August 14.
suburb Gordlevka is In flames and the
fire is spreading but as yet the great
fair buildings are not endangered. It
is thought that a number of persons
have lost their lives in the conflagration. One body has already been
found.

KING EDWARD
ON LITTLE TRIP
Today for Continent
In Coming Meeting
With Emperor William.

Left London
Much

Interest

London,
Aug., 14. King Edward
left London today for the continent,
traveling to Port Victoria by a special
train and crossing thence to Flushing,
where he will land this evening from
the Royal Yacht Victoria and Albert.
The greatest interest is manifested in
the meeting between King Edward
and Emperor William to take place at
Freldrichshoff August 18th.

BRYAN WILL

VISIT AUSTRALIA
Paris, Aug. 14. William J. Bryan
confirms the report from Melbourne
that he Intends to visit Australia. He
says that he will start immediately af
ter the November election, sailing
from San Francisco and making a
tour of New Zealand as well as AuS'
trails. He will be gone ten weeks
and travel alone.

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 14. The
Examiner says today that J. C. Stubbs
traffic director of the Harrlman system In Chicago, has accepted an offer
of $70,000 a year from an English rail
road to go to London and handle the
company's American travel. William
Sproute, it is said, will be appointed
In his place at a salary of $50,000. Mr.
Harrlman has Insisted that Stubbs remain until the end of the year, to
which the English railroad company
consented.
Stubbs Will Have to Be Kicked Out.
New Tork, Aug. 14. J. C. Stubbs
said today that there was no truth in
the report that he is going to leave
the Harrlman system or take up railroading in London. Mr. Stubbs said he
was going to stay with Harrlman "until he was kicked out." He said also
that as far as he knew Sproute Is not
going to succeed him as traffic manager. From another source it was
learned that Sproute will leave Harrlman to go with another road, the name
of which was not disclosed.

STATUS OF ARMY
FIELD NURSES
New York, Aug., 14. Rear Admiral
W. C. Sperry, General R. M. O'Reilly
and Lieutenant D. W Wurthsbaug, who
have been attending the Geneva convention as representatives of the United States, arrived here yesterday
from Antwerp. They said the definition of the status of those who succor
the wounded on the field of battle was
one of the principal actions of the
convention. No person Is to be recognized in the future who is not a member of the International body which
alo has the sanction of the country
to which it belongs.
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even
ple,
is some sort of a change In sentiment
No.
m.
to
role.
721
12:01
son"
"favorite
the
p.
to feel crabbed whenever home, up
in certain parts of the territory is ish enough
723
No.
8:15 p.m.
a new comer enjoys the sunshine, or
certain. With the past few weeks no
11:30 p. m.
The New Mexican Printing Company
son No. 725
A New York
to
comes
healthseeker
here
share
a
less than half a dozen newspapers
has on hand a large supply of pads
Depart.
has enlisted to the navy, with the hope
conferred
the
the
henefits
climate.
by
have come out openly against jointure
10:00 a. m. and tablets suitable for school work,
of working up to a commission. Ex- No. 720
and it is promised that more are to They would maintain a corner on all
No. 722
4:20 p. m. the desk, and also for lawyers and
old
if
him
do
the
will
good,
of the sunshine, all of the climate and perience
follow.
8:50 p. m. merchants; good anywhere. We will
man keeps his coin out of the game, No. 724
of
of
the
southwest
the
all
and
scenery
not
classed
are
"True the papers
No. 722 connects wi-No. 1 west
sell them at Ave cents In book form,
whether he lands the commission or
with the larger journals but they cer- would build a high board fence around
No. 724 connects with No. 7 west
but will give a discount on quantities.
not.
off
in
to
them
order
whatkep trespassers.
tainly have their influence and
No. 1 stops at all stations.
is
brand
of
fossils
acFortunately, that
ever it Is it will be used against
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
The New Mexican Printing Company
Some of disappearing rapidly and the good
Anthony Comstock had no idea of
cepting double statehood.
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- Is prepared to furnish cards de visite
these publications use the same argu- Lord in his wisdom is rapidly calling olllowlng himself to be devoid of his
gers from Sants Fe.
for todies or gentlemen on short noments, or some of them, that are used them to their long home.. Despite periodical free advertising, when it
F. D. MARSHALL,
tice, In first class style at reasonable
most
so
be
obtained
their
could
the
easily
by raiding
pessimism,
Territory is growagainst jointure in Arizona, the
Acting Agent, Santa 'Fe, N. M. prices, either engraved or printed. Call
prominent of which i that there can ing wonderfully, in population as well an art school. The school, too, It
Cliy Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east on the New Mexican Printing. Combe no hope of the two peoples living as In wealth, and despite the Influx of should not be forgotten, gets a lot of
tide PIma, fem.ta Fe, New Meiico.
pany and leave your orders.
in harmony under one state govern- - 30,000 homeseekers each year there is free advertising.
j
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Co? onado Hotel

turn-fair-

d

lioonis in tbe Southwest.
Connection,
Short Orders Served Xiglit and Pay
Regular Meatis, 2'ic.
Serves First Class SpaniBh Dishes.
Everj'thing in Season.
222 Sau Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.
The Best

.

fiOc

IJesi mi rant in

senti-kind-

.

G.

LUPE HERflEfM, Proprietor.
SANTA FK, NEW MEXICO.

By-an-

fifty-nint-

SAjYTA
.

FE SAjXITAp

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
COTTAGES FOR

TENT

THE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

CURE

PerDiet and treatment, as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention (riven each case. Separate hospital fur fever
nod other pittlnnls. For further mirUrultir address,

;DR J. It.

SI.OAN, Medical Direelor, SANTA

FE,

N. M.
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nbam-rane-
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OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH

one-hal-

California

"jlm-crow- "

Proprietor.
Pi tie Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
VVEST

SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

& MONTEHi

DUDROW
Undertakers acd
Embalmers

"Jim-crow- "

ALL KINDS OT PICTURE FRAMING.

Stop-ove-

Dtdtow'i Office Bmidia.

'

Day TclcpoM 35.
L B. Hajuuh,

B

j. if

.
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hom-bre-
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ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

'

The short line between Santa V .,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Rosweil
and the Pecos Valley, Bavlng passengers and mills at least 21 hours in
time In making these points; alao connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east' am
est.

J. W,

Leave Torrance for Rosweil dally at
arrive at Rosweil at 12 noon.
Leave Rosweil for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, hut tinder favorable conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the lime. Orlps and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at preseut
4 a. m.,

STOCKARD, Manager, Ro&well, Ktw Kexic

AUGUST

TUESDAY,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA I'E, N.

14, 1906.
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ARIZONA

THE FIRST JJATIUfJAL

KAfJI;
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OF SANTA

Th oldeit banking Institution In New Mtxloo.
In 170.
Establish
RUFU3 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Caahler.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Pretldent.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Aulitant Cathler.

I

uralii

1i0,OM.

CtplUI

-

anil Undlv!

PioHU $&t.M.

Loans
Transact! a general banking business In all Ita branches.
noney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and col.
ataral aecurlty. Buy and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
ita customers. Biiu and aalla domestic and foralan axchanaa and
make telegraphic transfers ofmonay to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are flven by any
agency, public or private. Interest e1 lowed on time deposits at the
rata of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year'a term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products,
The bank executei all orders of Its patrons In the banking Una, and
alma to extend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as la con- slstent with safet) and the principles of sound banking. Safety De-posit boxes for rsi.i. The patronags of the public Is rsspectfully so- licited.
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NEW MKX1CO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Bnpported by the Territory.
Rrartu&tcs of Standard Kantern
Coliegas. Now buildings, tall (urnUhlnKs and equipments modern and comall convenience.
ti&tlts, wator-woikplete; steam heated, elocti'lc-llghte?sn per suasion, session is
BOARD
and
LAUNDRY,
TUITION,
hree terms of thirteen weeks earn.
ROSWELL Is a nntod health remi t, H, 700 foet fttinve
Sunshine every day lrnm September to June.

EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,

latin,
REOENTS-NiHh- aii
FlnUy nd E. A. Cahoou
For particulars addrBM

W.

tvll

.vl

ltod,

W.

M.

Aiklmnv

COL. J. W. WILLSON,

W

A.

Supl.

0J0 CALlEJiTE r(0T SPRINGS.
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
miles west
.'lilt Qwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve mllea from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springe.
The temperature of these waters la
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 oet. Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists These waters contain
t, 188.24 grains cl alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tl world. The efficacy of
e

Bar-anc- a

tLsse waters las been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested U
the following diseases: Paralysis
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption
Malaria, Brlglit's Disease of the Kid
ueys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec
tlona, Scrofula. Catarrh, La Grippe, al)
Fenial
Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; $lt
per week; $50 per month. Stage meete
lienor fains and wslts for Santa Ft
tralu upon request. This resort la at
tractive at all seasons and Is open al'
wlnier. Passengers for OJo Callenti
can leave Santa. Fe at 9 a. m and
reach OJo Callente at 1 .. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Sants
Fe to OJo Callente. $7.40 For furthei
particulars, address
In

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Graham County.
Probably one of the most remark
able Rrtesian wells anywfoere in the
Great American Desert" is in the
Gila Valley, about twenty miles from
Safford. It is in the oil fields of Hot
Springs, located about Ave miles from
Fort Thomas and has a phenomlnal
flow of hot water. It is estimated that
the well spouts water at the rate of
one and a half million barrels every
twenty-fouhours. This would be suf
ficient to Irrigate several alfalfa farms
and stock ranches, or would supply a
city of 75,000 to 100,000 and furnish
power to run an electric lighting plant
and an electric street car system to
light the city and carry her citizens
to and from business.
Recently as Mrs. Arvil Larson was
returning to her home in Bryce from
Thatcher, she met with an accident
that few people survive.
She had
r
reached
of the river In her
buggy and was driving along slowly
with iher baby beside her when a
stroke of lightning struck the horse
and killed him instantly. The shock
rendered the baby unsconseious, mid
it was not revived for several hours.
Finding that she must rely upon her
own resources, Mrs. Larson courageously got out of the buggy and waded
to the bank with her unsconscious
baby In her arms and made her way
to her home, leaving tihe buggy whore
the horse was killed.
An exemplification of "the bull In
the china shop" took place at Clifton
several days ago when a two year old
Texas steer succeeded in breaking
from the car nt the Little Coronado
depot and dashed madly down through
the railroad yards. Making a detour
to the left, he found himself in front
of the foundry door, where lie met a
decidedly warm reception, It being
casting day. For a brief second ladles
of hot iron were dropped and men
scampered on top of flasks into cup
boards, ore ovens and every other
supposed place of safety. Still in for
more sport ho made a dash for the
blacksmjth shop, which he entered
through the side door, out and up an
embankment of thirty feet, where he
lost his footing and fell. Picking himself up he hounded through the shop
again, this time taking a header at
the boss blacksmith, who grabbed him
by the horns and held on for a tussle
which was of short duration for the
next instant he found himself landed
with several bruises. Into a coal chute.
Finally after tearing up and down the
railroad track, the runaway was lassoed and taken back to the stock
yards.
Pima ounty.
Tucson is to have a school system
which will be worthy the size and
rank of the city, for the school electors at the special election a few days
ago hy nn overwhelming majority
signified their approval of the high
school proposition. In nil eighty-onvotes were cast and of this number
.
seventy favored the high school
Seven were against it, and four
did not know whether they were for
oi against the proposition, as their
ballots were blank. The vote was
quite light, but this is attributed to
the fact that many business men and
other electors considered it a foregone
conclusion that the proposition would
carry and corsequently did not go to
the trouble of walking to the polls to
vole.
R. E. Rdmond , of Tucson, has been
held to await the action of the United
States grand Jury on a charge of
counterfeiting.
Navajo County.
According to iulv':.es received front
Winslow, the attend iDJe at the Moqui
snake dance will be !.-- trteat this year
as for any season previous sinco the
attendance wns limited by the government The ceremony, a relic of the
religion of the savage, is said to be
the most spectacular of Indian religious ceremonies in the world. This
year It will be held at Oraibl, seventy
miles north of Winslow. 11. C. Cres-wel- l
of Winslow is preparing to take
an excursion to the dance grounds and
has the needed information regarding
the date the affair will begin and
what Is necessary in the way of government permits.
Lovers of baseball in Tuscon, Clifton, Morencl, Bisbee, Douglas, and
other towns where the national game
thrives, are urging the territorial fair
officials to put up a prize for the
champion baseball team of the territory during the week of the fair. Just
what action the fair officials will take
is not known, but should they give ear
to the requests and decide to add a
baseball tournament to the list of
sporting" events 'at the fair, there is
no doubt that the popularity of the
fair would be increased,
r
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Rag, Wax, FeaUhr and Linen Prmm Ww
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MANUFACTURE OF

DEAL BR IN

Njexican Filigree

Watches, Clocks. Jewelry

JfiWKLip

and Hand Paiutefl China.

Repair nt I'Ikh Watches and Jewelry VVu k a Specialty. Navaho Rue
diivn floods.
Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Wet Side Pla.a. Santa Fo. N. M.

and

Tn

P. F. HANLEY.
-D-

EALER

IN-F- INE

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
OUR SPF,CIALTIU8-0- 1d
Crow, McBrayer
Guek uheltuer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN

FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA

FE

OFFICIAL

EL PASO,

California, Mexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
AND THE NORTH AND EAST

Most Conveniently Reached
via TORRANCE and

EI Paso

fc

Southwestern

Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"
A

Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Tralu

RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN

Los Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.
Also Another Fa'st Thro' Train Dally.

Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding

trip cheerfully furnished or application tn
J.

A,

HILDEBKANT,
Agent,

Tomnce, N. M

tn
.

V E. STILES,
General Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Tex,

MATTERS.

Articles of Incorporation.
The following articles of incorporation have tieen filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
The Roosevelt County Telephone
Principal place of business
Company.
Portales, New Mexico. Territorial
agent, William P. Bayless, at Portales, Capital stock $25,000, divided
Into 250 shares of the par value of
$100 each. Commence business with
$8,100.
Object, operating electric
telephone system. Duration 50 years.
Incorporators, Alexander J. Nlsbet,
Herbert Fitzgerald, Robert Kellalhta,
Samuel L. Ogle, J. Barclay Reeves,
Charles E. Harris, Charles E. Lukens,
Rosweii; Albert L. Breeding, J. C.
Norris, Buford D. Oldliam, Edward T.
Massey, James D. Hamlin, E. Shop-he- ll,
Texlco; William F. Bayless, Walter O. Oldham, Washington E. Llnd-sey- ,
Portales.
Las Cruces Lumber Company. Principal place of business, Las Cruces, N. M. Territorial
agent, F. M.
Hayner, at Las Cruces. Capital stock,
$10,000, divided Into one hundred
shares of the par value of $100 each.
Commence business with $5,000. Object, manufacture and sale of lumber,
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
Henry G. Coors, Las Vegas; Nicholas Galles, S. J. Woodhull, R. W.
Brownlee, F. M. Hayner, Las Cruces.
Shalem Planting Company. Principal place of business, Las Cruces, N.
M. Territorial agent, Henry D. Sou- -
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WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

The A. T.

&

S. F. Railroad

Company

will sink fourteen deep wells

at Willard and pump

as far east as the Rock Island.

water

The

com-

pany has bought, twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT
Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

,

The town site Is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

JOHN BECKER, Pre and Gen. Mar.
WM. R, BE RGER, Secretary.

7)

."VtSf:if

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer,

-

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

nmn, at Las Cruccs, Capital stock,
$300,000, divided into 2,000 shares of

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

the par value of

$150 each.
Object,
colonization, establishing townsltes,
dealing In real estate and general merchandise, furnishing water for domestic and Irrigation purposes, and conducting a farming and fruit raising
business. Duration fifty years. Incorporators Maurice T. Brown, Henry
D, Bouman, Robert C. Hattoo, Thomas H. Casey, Las Cruces, Andrew M.
Howard, Shalem, N. M.
Swift amd Company have filed a
copy of their articles of incorporation
from West Virginia with
subjoined
amendment as required by the laws of
New Mexico. The principal place of
business in this Territory is named
as Albuquerque. Territorial
agent,
manager branch house at Albuquerque. Capital stock, $100,000. Object
dealing In packing house products and
other food products. Duration fifty
years. Incorporators, Louis C. Ehle,
A. A. Davison, Arthur A. Millett, Arthur C. Ide, Albert L. Letterman, Chi-

Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
Abundance of Water.
Raising
The Kspanola Valley of the Rio
Grande beginning twenty miles north
of Santa Fe and extending north
twenty-fivmiles to Embudo Is perhaps the greatest Irrigated valley in
No other valle has a
New Mexico.
better climate, soil, variety of products or more abundant supply of
water for irrigation. The soli in this
valley in free from alkali, cold, Stormy
winters or excessively hot summers;
It Is shut in by high mountains and
as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
roll by unused. Home seekers are
settling here rapidly and more are
welcomed to help make this beautiful
valley the heat in the Rockies.
For further particulars In general,
cago.
The Tip Top Copper Company has prices of bearing orchards, improved
filed a copy of its articles of incor- and unimproved lands, etc., address
poration from South Dakota with sub- Roscoe C. Bonney, real estale and Imas required
joined amendment
by migration agent., Espanola, New
the laws of New Mexico. The principal place of business in this Territory
will be Silver City and A. H. Harllee
If itui (iimiot tiilord to nay for a
Is specified as the territorial agent.
daily paper, subscribe for the Weekly
Capital stock, $2,000,000, divided into New Mexican Rplfw unit iot- ttio
twenty million shares of the par cream of the week's doings. It Is a
vuluo of ten cents each. Object acquir- good
paper to send to your friends.
ing mineral, timber and fanning
lands, and operating mines and mill.s.
If you have anything to sell, rent or
Duration 20 years. Incorporators, exchange use the "Want" columns of
George W. Kliegel, Louis Liebscher, the New Mexican.
Jr., Peter Piasecki, Milwaukee; Philip Lawrence, Marlon Hoke,
Huron,
"Caught in Colorado."
South Dakota, and Patrick McGrath,
The finest lot of Speckled Beauties
Denver.
that you ever laid eyes on will arrive
once a week at the famous
where they will be served at a nominal
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
sum. You can't afford to lose this opportunity of securing a nice me's of
Palace.
mountain trout.
Give them a call,
M. O. S. Dye, Indianapolis;
S. II. and they will fix your order to your
Maan, Denver; D. J. Herron, East liking. They employ the best cooks
Las Vegas; J. M. Williams, El Paso; and waitresses that money can proR. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
cure, and you will not meet with disClaire.
appointment.
B. A. Sleyster,
Albuquerque; Mr.
The New Mexican Printing Company
and Mrs. M. C. Hart, St. Louis; Geo.
R. Brown, Silver City; B. Zimmerman, is prepared to do the best of brief
Slloma Springs, Arkansas; Venceslao work In short order and at. very reasJaramlllo, J, S. Hamilton, El Rlto; onable rates. Lawyers, who deslro to
Percy C. Burks, Denver; A. H. Souter, have their briefs printed rapidly and
Pastura; S. B. Sylvester, Monte Vis- correctly and to present them to the
ta, Colorado; P. M. Dolan, Taos; ,T. Supremo Court now In session here
MexJones, Kansas City; Nell B. Field, on time, should call on the New
Rellly Smith, Harry Cooper, W. S. ican Printing Company and leave their
Hopewell, M. F. Myers, H. F. Penni-man- , orders.
Albuquerque.
The New Mexican can do pi tilting
Normandie.
J. P. Martin, Waco, Texas' Juan Me- equal to that dono In any of the large
Antonio Salazar, cities. Our f.ollcitor: Bvory piece of
dina,
Gallsteo;
work wo turn out. Try our work onco
P.
C.
Mrs.
Moriarty;
Hutchison, Miss
and
you will certainly come again. We
Nellie G. Hutchison, Seattle, Washingout
ton; H. P. Lincoln, Denver; Mrs. have all the facilities for turning
class of work, Including one of
George Burnett, San Francisco; Ven- every
tura Baros, Gallsteo; D. C. Cleven-ge- the best binderies In the wet.
Albuquerque; Juan Jose Lopez,
The public Is showing Its appreciaAntonlto; Jose Dolores Archuleta, Ortion of thn attractive circulars sent
tiz; H. W. Bond, Claud Bond, Arkansas City, Kansas; S. S. Shouse, out by the New Mexican Printing
in regard to rubber stamps,
Centralia, Indian Territory; Mr. and Company,
Mrs. Antonio Jose Vallejos, Juan N,
The intense itching characteristic of
Vallejos, Willard.
salt rheum and eczema is instantly
Coronado.
allayed by applying Chamberlain's
P. Silmmel, Antonlto.
Salve. As a cure far skin disease this
salve is iinequa.led.
For sale by all
SANTA FE DELEGATE TO
TYPOGRAPHICAL CONVENTION. druggNs.
e

Bon-To-

r,

i

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SACE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twen1906. ty miles from this city, la fur sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Bound Max.
Santa Fe,
Frost, Box No. C.--

Santa Fe Central Rail'y
Effective Monday,

February
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MAX. FROST.
Attorney at law,
New Mexico.

Connecting m Santa Fe, N. M., with
RICHARD H. HANNA.
Kin faanJe Railroad for
the Denver
Attorneye at Law.
all poliii:, In Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Phone C.
Office, Griffin Blk.
Montnnii, Wn.Kb.ingi on, and the Great
Norths etit.
O. W. PRICHARD,
Conriecitnq nt Torrance for all
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
points t ast hik! west with Golden State
Practices In all the District Court
Limlte.i trains Nob. 4R and 44. Pulland gives special attention to cases
man bertha reserved by wire.
For rates and Information addresa
S. B. GRIMSUAW,

General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
To and From Roe well.
Connection made with Automobile
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
l
Automobile leaves Torrance for
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare between Sauta Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Koswell
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
J. YV. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line.
Res-wel-

before the Territorial

Supreme Court.

Office, Capitol Bid?., Santa Fe, N. M.
BENJAMIN

M. READ,

Attorney at law.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Office, Sena Blk,
Palace Ave.
CHAS.

A. LAW,

Attorney-at-Law-

.

U. S. Laud Office Practice, a
Specialty.
Clayton,
New Mexico.
George

Spenee.
SPENCE

4

N. S. Rote.
ROSE.

Attorney.

Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
Ulomestead Entry No. 6411.)
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Notice for Publication.
Estancla.
n6w Mexico.
OfDepartment of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
July 12, 1906.
Attorney at law.
Notice is hereby given that the
Laa Cruces, New Mexico.
wing-named
settler has filed notice
District Attorney for Dona Ant,
of his Intention to make final proof Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Com
in support of bi3 claim, and that said tlea, Third Judicial
District.
proof will be made before the register
or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
A. W. POLLARD,
August 23, 1906, viz.:
Attorney at law.
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
District Attorney, Luna County.
T. 11 N., It. 13 E.
. . . New Mexico.
Demin
Ho names the following witnesses
to prove bis continuous residence up- J.
Boaham.
C. Wide.
on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
IONHAM & WADE,
Frank S. I.eyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
Attorneys at Liv.
Practice In the Supreme and
Luis Montoya, Macarlo I.eyba, all of
Courts of the Territory, In the
Gallsteo, N. M.
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
Register. ofllcerLa Cruces, N. M.
if you do not care to pay for a dally
E. C. ABBOTT,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Attorney at law.
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Practices in the District ad Suthe week's doings. It is an excellent
preme Courts. Frompt and careful at.
paper to send to your friends.
tentlon given to all business.
District Attorney for the Count!
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
You can get some bargains In the of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
real estate line right now by calling Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
on the reliable real estate dealers,
Hughes & Delgado Office west side
A. B. RENEHAN,
of Plaza.
Practices In the Supreme and District Court; Mlnnlng and Land Law
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
a Specialty. Room
Sena Blag.,
Why Is it that the firm of Hughes A Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
Delgado are making a success of the
real estate business? It Is because this
CHAS. F. EA8LEY,
firm Is reliable and any property
(Late Surveyor General.)
placed In their hands will be looked
Attornay at law.
after In a businesslike manner. Office
- New Meilca
Banta Fe
west of Plaza.
Land and Mining BnsIneBi a Specialty.
follo-

Sec-10-

a

a

Dls-trl-

EXCURSION
RATES.
SUMMER
"Picnic for Two."
EMMETT PATTON,
Is the title of a new and very popuBy way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
lar song now all the rage in the large P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
Box 9(, Roswell, New Mexico.
cities whore It Is being presented. points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Office over Citizen' National Bank.
There is also another "Picinic For Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Two" or more which is daily being Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, WyFRANK W. CLANCY,
presented to the eating public at the oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Attorney at law.
Bon-To- n
in the shape of the finest 25
Dates of sale June 9 th to 16th, July District
Attorney for Second Judlcl
cent meal on this or any other earth. 1st to 10th, good for return passage
GOOD CROP
District
CONDITIONS
until October 31st.
REPORTED. A trinl will convince you.
Practice in the District Court an :
On these excursions, rales to Chithe Supreme Court of the Territory;
Subscribe for the New Mexican. cago for round trip will be $48.35. St.
Special to the New Mexican.
alo before the United State Supreme
MemKansas
Louis
Wo
$35.85.
It
$43.35,
news
the
the
City
hapday
print
Logan. Union County, New Mexico,
Court In Washington.
inforFor
further
$45.50.
phis, Tenn.,
August 14. No special news, but crop pens.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
B.
on
S.
mation, call
Grlmshaw, gener
conditions are all
can be reason-

J. C. Rael, a delegate of Santa Fe
Typographical Union No, 105, left Satanurday to attend the
nual convention of the International
Typographical Union :which convened
today at Colorado Springs.

that

ably desired and far beyond our
pectations of one month ago.
GOVERNOR

ex-

AND PARTY

START

ON

TOUR.

Governor Hagerman and Attorney
General W. C. Reld left Sunday
morning in the private car of H. S.
Simmons, general manager of the El
Paso and Southwestern Railroad for
a tour over the line. They were joined at Las Vegas by Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds.

A "want ad" in the
brings sure results.

Mow

Mexican al passenger agent.

H. E. No. 1917.
NOTICE FOE PUBLICATION,
OF THK INTERIOR,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,

DEPARTMENT

AiiKUit 6. UiJfl,

OSTEOPATHY.
Don't forget our large and complete
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
bindery and Job department. All work
work handled In the most
Osteopath.
manner. One trial makes you a perNo. 103 Palace Are.
manent customer.
Successfully treat acute and chronlo
dliease without drug or medicine.
No charge for Consultation,
Calling cards, business and note paPhone 166.
m.,
p. m.
per, envelopes and legal blanks aTe Hours:
specialties of the New Mexican PrintMINING ENGINEERS.
ing Company.

Notice is heroby iriven that Epitacia Brlto
1
de Garcia, widow of Julio Garcia, has tiled
notice of her Intention to make linal proof
in support of hU claim, vta: Homestead
Entry do. 4917 made for the W V, N W See.
24, Township 10 N . Kanpe 10 E and that iaM
proof will he made before the Register and
Don't forget our large and complete
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M. on September
CONY T. BROWN,
13. 1906.
All work
She names the following witnesses to bindery and Job department.
Mining Engineer,
SAN JUAN EXCURSION
prove her continuous residence upon, and handled promptly and in the most
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
Ws
cultivation
of,
the
land,
LAKE
CITY.
TO SALT
manner. One trial makes you
Bchoel of Mine.
Tito Duran, Antonio Garcia, Matins
Francisco Brito, all of Santa Fe, New a permanent patron.
August 16th, 1906.
Nw Mexico.
8ocorro,
Mexico

Rate via Denver and Rio Grande
the round trip ticket. On
sale August 15th. Final return limit
September 1st.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

$28.50, for

Register.

$100 Rewaid, $100.

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to oitre in
its stages and that is Catarrh. Hall s
Calling cards, business and note pa- all
Catarrh Cure la the only positive cure now
per, envelopes end legal blanks are known to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
specialties of the New Mexican Print- constitutional
treatment. Hall's Catarrh
Mall orders given Cure it taken Internally, acting directly
ing Company.
upon the blood and muoous surfaces of the
prompt attention.
system, thereby destroying the foundation nf
the disease, and giving the patient strength
building up the constitution and assisting
The New Mexican Printing Company by
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
has on hand a large supply of pads have so much
faith in its euratlve powers
they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
and tablets suitable for school work, that
ease that It falls to cure. Send for list of
the desk, and also for lawyers and testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENET A CO., Tolepo O.
merchants; good anywhere. We will 8old
,
by all Druggists, 75o.
sell them at five cents In book form,
Takt Hall Family Pills for oonstlpatlon.
F. H. McBRIDE,

Afft,

I

The New Mexican Printing ComCIVIL ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.
pany la prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
CORBET A SMYTHE.
visiting cards, marriage announceCivil, Mining and Hydraulic
ments, invitations and all work of that
Engineer.
kind. Prices as low as compatible
and General Contracting.
with good work. Call at the New Assaying
Bide
East
Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.
RALPH A.
MARBLE,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads,
United State Deputy.
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold
New Mexico.
by the New Mexican Printing Com- Estancla,
pany at low rates and in quantities to
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
V. 8. Mineral Surveyor
Latest telegraphic news a feature
of the Dally New Mexican.
New MexlM,
uU fe,

o

m

SANTA

fAQE FOUK.

TUESDAY, AUGUST

HEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

William S. Woolf, commercial man Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
with headquarters in Los Angeles,
sh.pet.
the
who travels extensively through
southwest, was today In the Capital &Me of Personal Property,
Chattel Mortgage,
and looked after business affairs.
Julian Archuleta of Jetnez Springs,
Warrant to Appraisers,, full sheet,
County Treasurer Venceslao
was a business visitor today In the
sheet.
of Rio Arriba County, registered Acknowledgment,
at the Claire last evening from his Mortgage Deed, 16 sheet,
Capital City.
.1. C. Flournoy, un Albuquerque mer- home at El Rito. He is here partly Power of Attorney,
sneet.
eriant has gone to the Upper Pecos on official and partly on personal Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
business.
(or a weeks' outing.
Complaint, Criminal,
Hon. und Mrs. Solomon i.uiia have
A. J. Fischer and family returned Forcible Entry and Detainer, Complaint,
returned to Los Lunas from a six home today after an outing of two
weeks' outing at lxmg Beach, Callfor-- weeks at Windsor's ranch resort on Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
nln,
the Pecos. Mr. Fischer came back
fheet.
reReplevin Boud,
Deputy United States Marshal liar-- : greatly refreshed after his brief
nd DeForcible Entry
Execution
ry Cooiier of Albuquerque, came to spite from business.
sheet.
tainer,
the city last evening on official bust-- '
Mr? L. Bradford Prince ani Rev.
sheet.
nnss.
Thomas' Replevin Writ,
Dr. J. B. Wasaon of St.
sheet.
Mrs. Eva Buler has returned to church, New York, who spent the past Replevin Aiildavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
her home in this city after a month's week very pleasantly at tin Prince
absence visiting relatives at Boulder, Sunshine ranch Horth of Espannla, re- Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
turned to the Capital yesterday,
Colorado.
sheet.
Abtaohment Affidavit,
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Simpson, who
,1. S. Hamilton, of El Rito, Rio Arri-;lAttachment Bond,
sheet,
several
in
for
the
days
been
have
city
comity, merchant and sheep raiser,
General Blank.
arrived in the city last evening on visiting the various places of intersneet.
Plats,
Township
at
est, left last night for their home
business.
sheet
Contract,
Sheep
Mr. Simpson may
I'. H. Dolan, a well known Taos Augusta, Kansas.
sheet.
In business later at Agreement,
merchant, formerly in imsiness In this decide to engage
for License, Retail Liquor
Application
Taos.
city was among last night arrivals in
aheet.
Dealers,
C. M. Kirkpatrick, of New York, Edthe Capital.
Application for License. Gamen an
P.
of
ward
Blanchard,
W.
Cheyenne,
Duke
B.
Field, of the
Butcher's Bond,
Attorney
Frank P. Ives, of Bea- Attachment.
City, was an arrival here last even-- I Wyoming, and
Writ,
surof
a
trio
government
ing and had his name on the Claire ver, Utah,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
do
to
veyors, loft this city yesterday
hotel register.
sheet.
work on the Gabeldon
of surveying
sheol.
Execution,
Guadalupe flerrera, proprietor
grant.
shtiet,
the Coronado Hotel, has returned with
Summons,
H. Bearrup, president of the
John
sbeet.
his family from a camping trip in the
Rio Grande Woolen Mills, at Albu Subpoena
Valles Mountains.
Complaint,
Capias
oau-tquerque, was an arrival toaay in
sheet.
Search Warrant
Mrs. Frost nnd sister Miss Pain
Fe. Mr. Bearrup brought his bileft
H.
last,
Frost
Mock Blanks.
and Grannie
night
afthis
on
wheel
the
rode
and
cycle
for the Grand Canon of the Colorado ternoon to
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor'!!
Tesuque. He will return
for a short sojourn.
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
tomorrow.
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Percy C. Burks, representing a Den-- ;
Dr. Edward Christensen, who return
Bill of Sale, Atimals not Bearing Venver paper firm, talked business in his
ed to the city a few days ago after
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
lino to the printers and hiHness men
an outing on the Pecos, will leave
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
of the Capital today.
tomorrow for his home at El Paso.
Miss Mamie Lynch of La Junta, His two sisters, the Misses. Belle and Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Colorado, arrived in the city today Julia Christensen, will go from here
sheet.
Brand,
and after a visit here of a couple of to Los Angeles.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
days will go to Durango.
El
Paso
Billy
Smith",
"Mysterious
Animals not Bearing Owner's ReJohn Wiley, of Las Vegas, and Dick detective, recently appointed Doputy
corded Brand,
shect.
are
whom
of
both
of
Creigh-toRaton,
Richards,
United States marshal under
sheet.
of
Certificate
Brand,
were
the
in
miners by occupation,
M. Foraker, United States marshal
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
city today on their way to Antonito. at Albuquerque, arrived in Santa Fe
Our Blank Books speak for them
President W. P. Johnson, of the today for the purpose of summoning
selves.
left
Lumber
American
Company, has
the jurors for the United States
Spanish Blanks.
Albuquerque for the Jeniez Hot court, the venire for which was re
.vci-lSprings, where he will remain
cently drawn by Clerk A. M. Bergere Auto do Arresto,
()
'WO.
for the First Judicial District, for the Auto de Prison,
pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
Miss Marie Trambley, of Las Vegas, September term.
pliego.
M. A. Otero, and
A. Fianza Oflcial,
is in the city attending the teachPliego.
ers' institute for the county of Santa J. Souter, foreman of the Salado Live Fianza Oflcial y Juramento
pllego.
Fe. Miss Trambley is a school teachStock Company, In Guadalupe County, Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
er at the Meadow City.
left this evening for Garden City, Contrato de Pa tido,
pliego.
sheet.,
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, Kansas, via the Santa Fe Railway, Escritura de Renuncla,
of the United States Indian Training where they will endeavor to purchase uocumento uaranuzaiio,
pliego.
school here, left yesterday for Gallup improved bucks for the company of Formula de Enumeracion,
in the vicinity of which town he is which Governor Otero is president. If Contrato Entres los Directores y Pre-ithey cannot get enough of these ani ceotores.
attending to official business.
pliego.
John A. Laughlin, the contractor mals in Garden City, they will go to Contrato de Combustible,
who is erecting the new county jail Denver and probably to Utah and Ida Notas Obligaclones, 2Cc por BO.
ho for the same purpose.
Libros Certlflcados de Bonos, Jl.
here, left last night for his home in
A. H. Souter, foreman of the Sala- Libros d
Rectbos, Supervis'ores da
Trinidad. He was detained in the
do Live Stock Company in Guadalupe Caminos, 'TSp.
city longer than he expected.
arpllego.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Jose Valle-jos- , County was among yesterday's
of Wlllard, accompanied by their rivals in the city. He came to con- Documento de Hipoteca.
sult
with
Governor
who
is
Otero,
Dooumento Garantizado, extensa forson Juan N. Vallejos, are in the city
ma entera.
for a few days. They came to place president of the company concerning
business matters.
Certiflcado de Matrlmonlo, MM;.
a daughter in the
Academy.
Juan Jose Lopez, of Antonito", Colosheet.
H. L, Ortiz, of tills city who has
sheet.
been at the Sulphurs in Sandoval rado, sheep raiser, who has property Proof of Labor,
sheet.
County the past six weeks is now at both in Colorado pnd in New Mexico, Iode Mining Location,
sheet.
the Jeniez Hot Springs taking the was in town today on business. He Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
baths. He expects to bo home short has been a subscriber of El Nuevo Title Bond to Mining Property,
Mexicano for many years and comes Title Eond and Lease of Mining Prop;
ly.
Professor Hiram Hadley, Superin to Santa Fe occasionally on business
erty,
tendetit of Public Instruction, left last to visit friends.
Mining Deed,
night for Los Cruces, having business
Supervisor James Kerr, of the Lin- Mining Lease,
to attend to at the New Mexico Col- coln Forest Reeerve has been detail- Coal Declaratory Statement,
Mechanic ed to attend a convention of forest Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
lege of Agriculture and
Arts.
l
of Attorney and
supervisors of the United States which
President. W. S. Hopewell, of the will meet at Flagstaff, Arizona, Sep- Blanks.
Albuquerque Eastern Railroad and a tember 1st. Supervisors of other for
Oath of School Director,
aheei.
leading Democrat of New Mexico, est reserves in New Mexico will also
1
Certificate of Apportionment of School
reached Santa Fe last evening and be present at the convention.
Funds,
attended to railroad business while
The followinlg item which is of inhere.
terest is clipped from a recent issue District, Clerk'B Annual Report,
sheet.
of of the Quincy (Illinois,) Herald:
H. W. Bond and Claud Bond,
Arkansas City, Kansas, are spending "Mrs. Harry Ruffner, of Silver City, Enumeration Form, VHheet.
the week In Santa Fe. They have N. M., who has been visiting relatives Teacher's Certificate,
decided to locate In the Estancia Val- In the city for the past few weeks, Certificate of Appointment, V sheet.
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
ley.
They have filed on homestead has left for Saranac Lake, in the
claims.
of New York, where she Teachers' Term Register, full sheel.
shefit.
will join her husband, who has been Contract for Fuel,
1
Price.
there some time on account of ill
or
e&cn
f .1)5
health. Her two little daughters, Hel- On
1
NOT
en and Mary, are here with their aunt, Full sheet, each
2
sheets, per dozen
Mrs. William H. McMein, of 1624 Jer35
per dozen
sey Street.
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
sheeta, per hundred
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
With Irritating Skin Humor Whole CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF 100 assorted Manks take the per
100 price.
NEW MEXICO.
Body Affected -S- calp Itched All
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
The New Mexican Printing Company
the Time and Hair Began to Fall has the largest facilities and most business card will be printed under fil
modern machinery for doing all kinds ing without extra cost.
Wonderful Result From
Out
s
of Printing and Binding In
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet
of Loose-lea- f
ISO Page
style. Manufacturers
Ledger, $6.50.
APPLICATION OF
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work Money's Digest of New Mexico Rea specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
ports, full sheep, $6.60 delivered.
CUTICURA REMEDIES
Southwest.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
for License,
Mining Blank,.
sheet
Application
"I am never without Cuticura Soap
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
shet.;.
and Cuticura Ointment since I tried Amended Location Notice,
gheet.
Size of Blank,
Agreement of Publisher,
them last summer. About the latter
Justice of the Peace Blank.
sheet, 7x8 Inches.
part of July my whole body began to
itch. I did not take much notice of it
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet, 8xl4 inches. "
at first, but it began to get worse all the Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Full sheet, 14x17 inchea.
time, and then I began to get uneasy
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Promissory Notes, 25- - per pad.
and tried all kinds of baths and other
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting. 25c
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
remedies that were recommended for
sheet.
each,
skin humors; but I became worse all
the time. My hair began to fall out and Bond for Appearance, District Court, Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
Justice Quarterlv Report,
eheet.
my scalp itched all the time. Especially at night, just as soon as I would
The two for $10.
Bond for Deed,
sb.eet.
get in bed and get warm, my whole body
to New Mexico Code.
sheet.
General
Adapted
Bond,
Form,
would begin to itch and my finger nails
Probate
and Recorder,
Clerk
Bond
aheet
of
Indemnity,
and
would keep it irritated,
it was not
sheet.
vit,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
long before I could not rest night or day.
Notice of
Official Bond,
A friend asked me to try the Cuticura
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Remedies, and I did, and the first applisheet. Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
cation helped m wonderfully.
For Certificate of Election,
sheet.
sheet.
about fbur weeks I would take a hot Letters of
Miscellaneous.
sheet.
Guardianship,
bath every night and then apply the
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
Cuticura Ointment to my whole ixidv;
1903; English and Spanish; pamphsheet.
and I kept getting better, and by the Letters of Administration,
let, $2.25; full leather, $ .00.
time I used four boxes of Cuticura I was Administrator's Bond and Oath,
Code of Civil Proceedure, full leather
sheet.
entirely cured, and my hair stopped
falling out, but I continue to use the
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Letters Testamentary, Mrsheet.
danall
Cuticura on my scalp. It keeps
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
fmeet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
druff out and scalp is always clean, I
Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50
always use Cuticura Ointment on my
f jeriff 's Flexible Coir Pocket Docket
face after shaving, and have found
single, $1.25; two or more hooks,
nothing to equal it. I will never be Satisfaction of Mortgage,
$1 each.
sheet.
without it." D.H.Blankenship,
Assignment of Mortgage,
319 N.Del. St.,
Mortgage Deed without Insurance Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Oct. 27, 1905.
Indianapolis, Ind.
sheet.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
Clause,
delivered. Desk. HS.2B. ripllvorari tn
sheet.
Options,
nearest express office.
8heet
Notice of Protest,
io
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
" I have used Cuticura Ointment for
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
sheet.
chafing of infants, and as they grew
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
Deed,
Warranty
older all skin diseases were given treatat Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
sheet.
Claim
Deed,
Quit
with
that and the Cuticura Soap.
ment
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
I never found it necessary to call a doc- Bargain and Sale Deed, sheet.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c. '
tor, as these Remedies are a sure cure, Deed of Trust, full sheet.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
if used as directed.
I am glad to recomsheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
mend them to all mothers." Sincerely
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
sheet.
Homestead Affidavit,
yours, Mrs. F. A. Kennard,
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Homestead Application,
shpet
Civil,
St. Paul Park, Minn.
June 21, 1905.
Criminal, $4.00.
Affidavit,
CuHcuri Soup, Ointment, And Pllli r laid tnroughout
the world. Potter Drug ft Chem. Corp., Sole Propi.,3oitoa.
480 Page
Homestead Proof, full sheetJournal, $5.75.
MTMtUed i'm, ' How to Cm lor tit Skis."

CHARLES WAGNER
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STETS ON HATS
','!R:,':""','S'"I'71

,,!f?

IfffsoF'
Go in Increasing numbers year after yer. 1 he v hale Wor'd
contributes in mateiial end wears the result.
Everywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Dervy are ac knt wl
i Jged as the standatd in style, beauty and finish
We uHo Cart?
Derby, $3 50.

A

306 to 308 San Francisco Street

FULL LINE AT

POPULAR PBICES

another line which comes cheaper in price.
Soft, from Jr.ss to up to $3.50

SWEET
41

LEAD

as
TEDDY

PANTS
doubt you
have heard of the
SWEET ORU pants
We carry a big line
of latest styles.
No

v- -7

C0U
(Lit

J,WUtM
I

si"
flV:

I

I

ii

I''V

ft!

Handsome

pat-

terns and perfect
fit will certainly
please you.
24'2M

"

!"3

SANTA

ati
V

co Si.
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M.

N athan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Ojo Caliente, New Mexico,

Established

i
I

m. v.

wate

bu i

ilk a

Great Reduction
ON ALL

Summer 6oods
LESS THAN COST

C0EJSCIfiGH0flDAYJULY2 3
Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Outing Suits, Trousers, etc.

c

For Half's Century the Leading Dry Goods

g

huali

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

j

COULD

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

c

AIVEN

WAIL

OAOSRS.

at their best.

Now

fornia Strawberries
every Thursday.

!

Will also have Cali-

and

Blackberries

WEDNESDAYS

POULTRY

FRIDAYS

&

H. S. HAUJVE & COMPANY
Leading Grocers.

Phone 26.

phone 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.
a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your bouse when
? ou can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret. You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
ou easy payments. Call in and aee
our gooda.
We have

M

ii

mil

ii

,

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco St., Santa

e

j

xxx

xxx

RASPBERRIES

first-clas-

Giain, Flour nd Potatoes, Stationery.
Patent Medicin and Grocers' Sundries.

ViXV

36.

Colorado

LEGAL BLANKS.

band-mad-

lKOMT ATTINTIOM

XVXN

the City

in

thone

REST

II

House

P. O. Box 219.
V XXV

!

i

1903.

Incorporated

1856.

SeligmanBros.Co.

AfBda-Schoo-

TRY IT.

PEOPLE

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.
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UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING,
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are as far in the
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HATS

Wfi CARRY

Fttfnittwe Co.

Jara-mill-

To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the
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"CHRYSALITE"
Enameled Ware

.Right-of-Wa-

.

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You
If?

. . .

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER BUY ANY OTHER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone

C

Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

--

IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST. WHY
NOT
THAT DOES
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

.

Morton

14

min i. mis

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID,

Business of Non-R- f

"

sldf tls Attended to.

-

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nke 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Ffttit Trees.
103 Palace Avsnus.

Large
Plenty of
'Phtnn

No. 1M.

;

-

hand-mad-

e

Tbe New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and you will certainly noma again. Wc
have all tbe facilities for turning ont
every class of work, including one of
the beat binderies. Id the west
.

The Legislative Manual for 3905 or
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
and official compendium of value to
every business man and officer and of
interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Price $1.50. Address the New Mex- lean Printing Company.. Santa Fe.

TUESDAY,

AUGUST

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

14, 4906.

no special observance of the gala day
of the union men In Santa Fo. Although there are a number of union
men In this city there is only one local organisation and that Is the Typographical Union.
A new front is being placed In tho
store building occupied by J. II.
Gerdes at 236 San Francisco Street,
and adds considerably to the appear-anc- e
of the store. The old window
casings are being removed and new
frame work substituted. When thes'j
repairs are completed and fresh paint
Is added, tho place will present quite
a different aspect.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police, Is at Magda-lenwhere he went Sunday evening
to investigate tho killing of Tom
Craig by Juan Montoya y Castillo at
the Carrizal ranch. He will be absent for several days from the Capital
City. The office work In the Capitol
building Is being looked after by
Mounted Policeman Richard Huber.
Fair weather tonight and Wednesday, with stationary temperature Is
the forecast today of the local weather man, The temperature at 6 o'clock
this morning was 5K degrees. The
lowest temperature during last night
was 66 degrees. The maximum temperature yesterday was 77 degrees at
4:30 p. m,, while tho minimum temperature was 64 degrees at 6:40 a.
m. The mean for the day was 60 degrees with ft relative humidity of 43
per cent.
With no one to shod tears or strew
flowers over his grave, not even a
clergyman to pray for the departing
soul, the remains of the man wno
was found dead In bed yesterday
morning at the Coronado Hotel, was
burled in the afternoon in Potter's
Field. Nothing has as yet been
learned as to the Identity of the un-- i
fortunate stranger who was left by
a cruel fate to die alone and un-- :
mourned for. The only things found
among his few personal effects thai
might lead to hie Identification, were

MINOR CITY TOPICS
Frank Escudero la 111 and confined
to, bed, suffering from an attack of
pneumonia.
Santa Fe Ixxlgc1, N'o. 259, Fraternal
Union of America, will give a dance
next Saturday evening nt Urn Opwa
House.
Attorney A. B, Ronehan la preparing the mortgage bonds for the Elks'
theater and they will be ready for the
engravers within a few days.
Morton C, Miller, clerk In the office
of Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargeant,
la confined to his homo on Garfield
Avenue today as the result of a
slight Illness.
The funerals of Crogorlo Gooch
and Carlota Becker were held an hour
apart yesterday morning at the Cathedral. The remains of both were
laid to rest in Ilosarlo Cemetery.
Owing to tho fact that the court
room of the court house will be in use
on the date set for tho holding of the
Democratic Territorial Convent Ion, the
Democrats will be forced to hold their
meeting here next month in the old
Opera House.
Word has been received here of
the death of Mrs. Leonamlra ft. de
Apodaca. who passed away on August
6th Pena Blanea. At the time of
her demise she was thirty-fou- r
years
of age. She had friends in Santa Fe
who will be pained to learn of her
death.
During the past week 'there were
issued at the local postofflce 105
money orders amounting to $083.10.
There were paid 119 orders amounting to $1,827.33. .There was received
and
$1,109 of money order surplus
$350 for money order draft, making a
total of business
amounting to

Ml TJK

Albuquerque and Las Vegas are
making preparations for big celebrations on Labor Day, but there will be

Yes! We "id noticed that your hair
was looking pretty thin, and that it
lacked luster and life. But wc didn't
like to speak of it! Of course you know
makes the hair sort ana
that Ayer's Hair Vigor is a regular
smooth, gives it life and strength. This isn't the kind of hair that falls out
iowrM?:
And, too, it keeps the scalp so clean and healthy.

Thin Hair

r,

!

Ate Yotit Papers Safe?
The use of one of our SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES will cost you the small
sum of 10 cents each week

$5 a year

and afford you a place to keep your

deeds, notes,

mortgages,

petitions for charity, one of
which was written In Spanish and the
other In English.
Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo issued a marriage license this morning
to Petrollno. Ortiz, aged 23 years, of
Las Truchas, and Miss Carmen Romero, aged 18 years, of Pojoaque.
Professor J. It. Williams, former
principal of the high school In this
city, has accepted the position of superintendent of the schools at Van
Buren, Arkansas, at a salary of $300
moro than he received In Santa Fe.
W. H. Kennedy has purchased the
Monarch claim In the Cerrillos mining
district from A. L, Kendall and a quit
claim deed has been filed for record
In the office of the probate clerk of
Santa Fe County, The consideration
is $200. Mr. Kennedy also filed there
at the same time a document giving
him power as attorney to sell for
Charles Vertina tho
f
undivided, interest in the New Mexico
claim In the New Placers mining district.
Several boys, some small and some
not so small, are engaging In the bad
practice of loafing around the union
depot and the Santa Fe Railway dopot
on the south side, jumping on and off
passenger cars, freight cars and locomotives when these are In motion
and otherwiso conducting themselves
In a very unbecoming manner. These
practices are not only reprehensible
but absolutely dangerous and the railroad officials fear that some boy will
be greatly Injured or that something
worse may happen to some of them,
should they not stop in their wild
pranks. Parents should caution their
boys against continuing
these unseemly doings, and in fact order them
to stay away from the
depots mentioned. If this Is not done the officials will request the city and county
authorities to make arrests of all implicated, It beingconsidered better that
they should be fined or put Into jail
a day or two than be hurt, no matter
how slight.
two

one-hal-

insurance

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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for sale sheep ranch of

52

acres with good fences and Improve
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Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired rnna-

ft

rimtb v

I.

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
These
goods are attractive ind offered at a
low price to introduce ..hem. it costs
you nothing to iock a: them a&d bs

of Ullmnn & Co., New York.

F. H. JH.

'llllt

BELTS

8AVE YOUR ICE

.

"in

-

ATENTS!

n

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

Sana

WE COUNT
Mjk.
YOUR GOOD WILL

W

3

y

C

'7

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : ; :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
25
Other Baths
Can make quick sales if price
Is satlsfacty of following Parlors Located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.
properties: .

WANTED.

Like a shower
on a flower.
The colors appear at the
touch of the refreshing
rain drops. In the same
way Nature gives back a
woman's youthful skin
tints when Hagan's Magnolia Balm is applied.
Absolutely harmless, and
makes a faded complexion
fresh and velvety at once.

TOGETHER

....

Mining Properties.

LIVERY STABLE.
Fin

Properties must be large and
of established value.
MILLION DOLLARS

The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to fill promptly and satis-- j
factorily all orders for engraved visit-- '
ing cards, marriage announcements,

3o does the ReminaloDOpcDilor!
197 Hwn&nr Nrw Ynrk
--

.,: v.,

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

Hugo Seaberg,
Raton, N.

Call up 'Phone No.
when In neeo
of Anythntg In tho Livery Lino

I
M

I

Rlgi, Reliable Hort, tlnglr
uggles, turrtys, Hacks.

Driver

Furnished..

WS

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWWS

And All Other Summer Goods

ReasonsMt

CZXAG. CLOGSOIf.

. .

1

Rate.

Land scrip bought and sold

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

JACOB WELTMER

Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,

Ready for Invertment.
IlherHemimlrin Tunewriterlasfslf iiacsh

Daily

Coal Lands

SEVERAL

SPITT t

KERR'S
Parlors
Capital

LAND

L

FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of Jars, all
izcs and rubbers.

and consequently your money by pur
chasing a refrigerator that Is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee It to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take It off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort in a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and snves work. Booklet for the asking.

M.

X WnnmrWrt

your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have el full line of Gold Medai
oamp supplies, consisting of folding
:ot3, tabies and chairs. These folding
"applies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and supplies. Call and soe them.

SODA WATER

Ladies' Black and White

tt

Department

SALT and sEEDs.

CO

LATEST STYLES IN

L

Furniture

GRAIN, POTATOES,

4

fM L'

To Our

we have added a fine line of Kramed
Pictures, consisting of Carliunettes,

W

ti

bouts, surreys, ana platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
See line before pnr-freight added.
chasing.

FLOUR, HAY,

fj

Dealer,

it

suit-!abl-

No. 4.

OUR LEADER

LEO

COfAfiY

f.

BARGAINS.

Tho New Mexican Printing Company has on hand a large supply of
BARGAINS IN ORCH- - . writing tablets and scratch pads
for school children, lawyers, merARDS AND RANCHES
chants nDd also for home use, which
will he cleaned out at, 10 cents a pound
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famei
and cheaper if ordered In larger quanMiles
Espanola Valley Thirty
tities. These tablets are made from
North of Santa Fe.
the odds and ends of the best rPer
and you tire getting double
The following orchards and farm obtainable,
your money's worth uben buying.
fruitful
in
the
famed
and
properties
AND EXAMINE
GIVE I'S A CAM.
Espnnnla Valley In southern Rio Ar-- ! T1.1EM.
riba County in the Territory of New.
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.!
If you want anything nn cann
There are satisfactory reasons for sell-- !
New Mexican "ad "
a
finest
one
of
the
Is
section
The
tag.
New
In
not
fruit and agricultural,
only
Mexico, but In the soubhweat. The
&. R, G. SYSTEM
suppjy of water for Irrigation purposes
la ample and stable at all times. Tha
iisriU i e Branch
climate Is of tho best, For particulars!
tltective Ptc ember 10th.. iWa
address ft. 0. Bnnney, real estate and:
ei iioiun
mtn uovtb
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mcx- loo. The properties are:
no 4.'ti. Mii.id
htatlonri
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa, iTTixia ...II,
.Santa Ke .,,.Ar.. i.ttor
:2 i
t,v..
one acre bearing orchard; small house, 121 p ...:w. ... ""... hipauola
...m. .. .. Kuihtido.. .... " .. iz:20,t
'
" .. 11: p
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
...11, .. "... Harrftiicn
under irrigation; one mile from post- - Mi ..nl.. .,.. "" .,.. ,Srvilloiu. .. " 10W;Wp
.Tret I'lHilrns. " .. M i,
.si..
ofllce, two and a half miles to railroad s'Vip I2IS.. .. " ., .Anto'dti
..
"
..
.Mil..
,4u
Aiaiu in
station; price $30 per acre.
"
jj;'p rt'i.. .. " t'ueil
U:M r
" ..Colo
"
.mil
40 p
..
No. 2. Full bfaring orchard of .1,2001 (
rlugi.
7:7,1) a .4(16.
Ar. .. Deuvr
Lt..
r
standard apple trees; six miles from
'
Trains stop at Enibiido for 6 met
Espanola; good house, ham, corral
and packing house; produced 2,900 where good meals are served.
Ai Antouito for Duraiign, Sllvurton
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
and intermediate points.
from Hlo Grande; price $2,000.
At Alamosu for Denver, IVblo and
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marpointr via the stand
mile to town, Intermediate
ket garden tract,
via t.a Vela Pass or the
ard
line,
gauge
school
and church;
railroad, postofflce,
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
good six room house, havlag tele- entire
trip In daylight and passing
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packthe FAMOUS UOYAL GORGE
through
business
a
profitable
highly
housp;
ing
all poluU on Creede branch.
and a fine home; produces annually also for
S. K. HOOPER,
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price
O. P. A., Denver, Colo
$2,250.

box-eld-

Also a few boxes at $2,50 per year.

AflO TRUST

MEXICAN

ments, has excellent wartor, shelter
hay land and controls several thou
Ideas perfected, and
sand acres of fine goat- graziug land
No better proposition for a paying
models made from
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, navtog about explanations.
Machine, gun
tc-acres of full bearing apples of
and
bicycle repairing. Also
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three new and second hand bicyacres garden land, good five room
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
MY KINGDOM
adobe house, well built and finished, cles for sale and guaranteed.
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING,
PRINT;
FOR A COOK good barn; the whole place almost enING
and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Givon Prompt
Fe
Works
a
surrounded
of
jfovBlty
tirely
hedge
by
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
Chicago Woman Offers Many Induce-trees which serve as a protection
256
256.
Stieet
Francisco
San
ments Willing Even to Send
C510 South Broadway-LOfrom the wind and add to the attracHOWLAND & CO.
Children Away.
tiveness of the place; produced last
ANGELES, CALIF.
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
Chicago, Aug. 14. High wages will a fourth miles east of Espanola.
not solve the servant problem
es-- !
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one $
8
T. W. ROBERTS'
S-P-SC
peclally in the suburbs. This is the half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
conclusion of Mrs. H. Neil, 324 Oak This place is a full
0. K. BARBER SHOP
bearing apple orPark Avenue, Oak Park, who has fail-le- chard and market
garden tract of sevto receive a single application In en
Three First Class Barbers. ?
acres; a six room house; telephone,
8
response to her advertisement for a barn, cellar, packing house, corral and S
High Grade Shoe Shiner,
cook, In which she offered the juiciest wire fence and house for chickens. A
& Best Tubs In City
largest
g
plum ever held, out to an oven artist beautiful and convenient home and a
in the suburb.
place to make good money, besides
WHOLESALE
Here are a few of the things that
this place has cherries, pears,
apples
Mrs. Neil offers to a satisfactory cook:
plums, quinces and targe beds of asHENRY KRICK
ind
Wages of $9 a week.
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
Sole Agent For
The usual weekly "day out,"
of this place
alone
vegetable
products
RETAIL
A fine room,
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
A contract for a year.
net receipts last year In vegetables
DEALERS if
Malls orders promptly attended to,
Furthermore, Mrs. Neil state the and fruit were over $500. Terms cash,
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
following facts as added Inducements:
She will send three of her six chilTelephone No. 3k
J
dren to the country to lighten the JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
cook's burdens.
! THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
A coachman and a maid will do all has prepared civil and criminal dock
FE, NEW MEXICO.
ets especially for the use of Justices
possible to aid the cook.
She will do her bejt to keep the of tho peace. They are especially
Any Flavor You Desire.
other children from eating too much ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
We will deliver Soda Water in any
or between meals.
Spanish or English, made of good rec
.tiuntlty to any part of the city.
No one will dispute the cook's sta- ord paper,
strongly and durably bound
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
tion as "boss" of the kitchen.
with leather back and covers and can
Telephone No. 38.
Though thene unprecedented terras vas, sides, have full indox in front and
have failed as yet to bring applicants the fees of Justices of the
peace and
to Mrs. Neil's doors, they have
constables printed In full on the first
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
to
her
a
of
wrought
neighbors
pitch
page. The pages are 10x6 inches,
indignation and protest. Mostof these These books are made up in civil and
much the largest asset we bare in our business.
To have our
WILLIAM H PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
neighbors have cooks, which, Mrs. criminal dockets, separate of 32
In Santa F.
Tonsorlal
Parlor
Leading
Neil declares, largely accounts
for
ewtoraers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spita
pages each, or with both civil and
Two Porcel&ta Bath Tubs.
their attitude,
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages Hair
"If they were as hard pressed for
Cnttlng a Specialty. Three Flrilcan be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
a cook as I am they would offer as '.civil and S20 pages criminal. To in
Class Barkers.
troduce them thex are offered at the East Side of Plaza. South ot Postal
much as I do and more," she said.
for. Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
Mrs. Nell says the appetites of her following low prices:
Telegraph Office.
or
Civil
criminal
$4.00
six children are the real cause of her
only after the purchase prove-- entirely satisfactory. It is a great
Combined civil and crimtanal. . .. 13.00
BOUGHT to any
Inability to keep a cook.
For 45 "ents additional for a single
satisfaction to buy at a store like this. Every article carries with
"The three oldest," continued Mrs.
TICKETS parts In the CounNell, "I am going to send into the docket, or 55 cents additional for a
try; send ticket
it our guarantee.
country. The $9 cook will only have combination docket, they will be sent
in and get cash for It; tran
the responsibility of three."
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In sactlona guaranteed; association office.
Mrs. Neil declares that she has for full must accompany
order. State ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuyears paid her cooks $6 a week, and plainly whether English or Spanish querque, N. M.
Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
that often two of the pastry wizards printed heading is wanted. Address
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
left her within a week. She has now
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
been two months without a cook.
The cooks always resented the fact
that the children ate "o heartily and
:
especially because they ate between
meals.

policies all your valuable papers,
safe from fire, from thieves, and
where they will not be lost or mislaid

UNITED STATES BAJ

NEW

Herewith are some bargains offered
Comby tho New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.26; full
leather, $3; SheriC's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 76c; Compilation Mining Laws,
GOc;
Money's Digest of New Mexlio
;
Report?, full shsep, $3 60 rtellv-edfull UsfWiooi Lankt.

Mother's
Friend
Q.

a

$3,9G9.43.

Eyery mother feels

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life.
Becoming
mother should be a lource of joy to all, but the sufferiner and
danger incident to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.
Mother' Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
severest trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoided
by its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and tho
bcmuus ubuiuGius 6u summon io uic critical
hour are obviated by the use of Mother's
Friend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
ays many who have used it. $i.oo per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
be sent to any address free upon application to
CRADFIELO REQULATOR OO.. Atlamta,

and In order not to carry over (or next season they will be sold from now
on at and below cost. Please call and look at; tbem, no trouble to show

I

goods.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

o
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WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW
it

Doors
Lumber, Sash, and
MIT
kll

KINDS OF BDII.DI.NO

SKI

A

I.

mi

TRANSFER
Phone

35

ft.

gaula

girl for general
New
Mexican

S.

A.
WANTED
good man or boy to
work In garden and sell fruit, at 120

Delivered to Any
Part of the City:::

COAL

Good

Apply

Offlco.

Cord and Stove Wood Estra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov
CERRILLOS
and HAGAN

WANTED

housework.

Do

K.

Vargas SI.

WANTED
Lady desires one of tier
sex as companion; elderly preferred.
No objection to employment during
day. Inquire 502 Gallsteo Street.

ITOHAbK; Wt Usui Everything Moblr
d Yt
at CrrrUloa, N. U.
Branch Office

HOUSES TO RENT.
io rent, lease or for gale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations, (.."all on bo reliable Arm, Hughes
ft Pelcado.
Office west side of Plaza.
Houses

COAL WOOD

Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
No one can roasonably 'hope
for
good digestion when the bowels are
Mr. ("has, Baldwin, of
constipated.
Edwards vlllc,
says: "1 suffered
from chronic constipation and stomach
troubles for several years, but, thanks
to Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablet;?, am almost cured."' Why not
:iPt a package of these tablets and get
well ii n (I stay well.
Price 2.1 cents.
Samples free, for snlc by all druggists.

ifTi.F.O
Raton and Monero Serocncd Lump, por ton
Good Commercial Rnrnu Xtil
.nirliin" Kindling, Grate
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad
and (.'on' Wood. All order? receive prompt mid careful attention.

Hi--

CAPITAL COAL YAHD.
K; GarHfilii Avp

OFF1

Nmtr

4.,'f

MStEMJ

A

Thmi

8. p. Uepoi

No

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

CATALOG IS FREE.

BROCK

&

FEAGANS, Jewelers
LOS ANGELES,

& BROADWAY

FOURTH
t

Hay While the Sun Shines."
There is a lesson in the work of the
He knows that the
thrifly fanner.
bright sunshine may last but a day
and be prepaies for the showers which
CAL.
So it should
tire so liable to follow.
tie with every household.
Dysentery,
diarrhoea and cholera morbus may
attack some member of the homo with-ou- t
Chamberlain's
Colic,
warning.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
i't the best known medicine for these
Si
diseases, should always be kept nt.
treatment is
band, as immediate
'A necessary, and delay may prove fatal.
For sale hy nil druggists.
"Make

j

L PASO ROUTE
t

i

This handsome solid vestibulrd traiii runs Ihruugh to New Orleans, Hhreveport and St l.onis without change. Carrie through
olpepers Los Angeles to Chicago anr intermediate point. Direct
connection made for all points' North, Ha tnrl Sotitlwant.

FAST
TRAIN.

TAKE

t

THE.
TRAIN

NEW

NEW

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Loaves El Paso at. 6:50

in.

Mountain

Time

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or addrwi,
R. W. CUKTIS,
Southwestern

r

, .

EI.

Puwnger .i',nt,
Pi 30, Til.
K.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
Fl Paso, Teia

(H-n-

.

P. Tmtxu,
Passenger Agent,

Dallas,

feus.

SUMMER TOURIST HATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
Rio
:ind Pueblo via the Denver &
(intr.de. Tickets on sale Jtuie 1st to
September .10, final limit October 31st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
either direction. To Denver and return $22.55. To Pueblo and return
SI 7 .55.
To Colorado Springs and re- mm $111.55.
V. H. M'flltlttR, Agent,
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
fine mess of speckled
beauties
were received at the Bon Ton from an
old time friend who sent, them to the
manager that, they may be served to
the patrons of this popular place. Call
ml get them now while they are
fresh.
They have a cook that, knows
how to fix them, and it you want a
real treat In the eating line, why just
will
he
give them a Mill, and you
wlee as glad.
A

New Mexican want ads will get you
anything on earth.
FOR THAT TIRED FEELING.
Men wnose work keeps them largely
indoors; men whose vital forces are
consumed by the tremendous strain
entailed by constant mental application to business details, will find Dr.

Laurltzen's Malt Tonic the most

in

SPECIAL

deli-

cious and invigorating of tonics.
H. 8. KAUNB & CO.
Thone 26.
'?1TY BOTTLING
WORKS, Phone 38.

Largest and test equipped Bindery
the Southwest

LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N.
via banta Fe Railway.

M

From Denver dorado Springs and

EXCURSION

ill

S

Via

r

issui

MS?

Fresh aim

M

Dy

Ml Tri
II.

C.

F

Wis.
J.

POST.

G. W.

&

H.

Stout Street, Denver,

q

J

I

Remington

typewrite1

GINET, JR.,

F. A.

1700

"wSto

Electric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed

j

s

1

1

Pacific Railway

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Carp
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars
Hii Cars Kept

Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
:it one fares for the round trip. Dates
August 7, It. 21, 2?,, 21, 2S: September
3. IS, 25, 27, 28. 29; October 2. 9. lfi.
limit 30 days from date of sale. For
particulars Inquire of any agenr, Santa
Fe.
F. D. Marshall, Acting A cent.
Santa Fe. N. M.

each day but only three
WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN appeared
to
light (Showers occurred, amounting
0.45 Inch. The temperature averaged
94 deClimatological ..Service U. S. Weather 77 degrees; the highest was
grees and the lowest was 60 degrees.
Bureau, New Mexico
Roclada Johu A.
Rudulph We
Section,
have had just rain enough during the
Local Office, United States Weather week to keep the ground moist, and
streams are running with a good
Bureau.
head of water. A few patches of
snow
are fttiiM visible on the main
Mexico.
New
Santa Fe,
range. The precipitation amounted to
For the week ending August 13th, 0.35 of an Inch and considerable
cloudiness occurred. The highest tem190(1.
75 degrees and the lowLocal thunder showers have contin- perature was
was 42 degrees.
ued almost dally throughout Mie week. est,
Rosedale W. H. Martin Showers
As a rule they were moderate Io incontinued almost daily and the
have
eastern
tensity, but at Aurora, on the
percentage of sunshine was low durslope in southwest Colfax County, a
the week. The precipitation
very heavy rain and ihall storm oc- ing
to 0.77 inch. Temperatures
curred on the 10th, approaching a amounted
been
have
very moderate, the averIn
that
water
the volume of
cloudburst
for
week being 65 degrees;
the
age
fell. A heavy rain and hall storm also
was 80 degrees and the
occurred near Albert on the 8th and the highest
lowest was 51 degrees.
heavy rains occurred near Lake ValRoswell U. S. Weather Bureau-G- ood
week.
ley several times during the
rains are reported north of the
Water Is generally abundant but a few
stations report the need of more rain- station on the 4th and 8th. At the
0.23 inch occurred on the 4th,
fall.
The streams of the Territory, station
as a rule, are still carrying a fair The sunshine of the week averaged
51 per cent and temperatures
volume of water, although In the about
were comparatively low. The average
northern counties only small patches
was 76 degrees;
the
of snow
remain on the northern for the week
was 94 degrees and the lowest
highest
of
the
The perslopes
higher peaks.
was 62 degrees,
centage of sunshine has remained
Santa, Fe tT. S. Weather Bureau
comparatively low.
In the southern districts the tem- The temperature of the week aver67 degrees, or a degree a day beperature of the week averaged a URtle aged
low the normal. The highest was 81
above the normal, but no very high
and the lowest was 51 detemperature occurred, while In ihe degrees
Light showers were frequent
northern the average was slightly be- grees.
low the normal; at Santa Fe it was and a good rain occurred on the 9th,
the total for the week amounting to
one degree a day below.
0.39 Inch.
Thp following notes are taken from
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
the reports of correspondents:
Section Director.
Albert
H. M. Hanson
Almost:
daily thunderstorms have occurred at
"Are You Glad?"
or near to tiio station, but the rainThe finest 25 cent meal can now be
fall has oeor, lather irregular in disRestaurant.
tribution. Heavy hail occurred near secured nt the
to the Brat ion on the 81 h. The total A nice "Ladies Dining Room" in connection with this popular restaurant.
prenlpitalon for he week was 0.70 inch, A
place where you can take your famihe i.i'.bt'.M temperature was 95 degrees and the lowest was 57 degrees. ily and give them a treat nt n small
cost. Give them a call, they will
Tt.
The
Aragon John
Milligan
u right. Good cooks and obligtreat
days of the week have been mostly
waitresses.
ing
The
was
cloudy.
highest temperature
94 degrees and the lowest was 47 deW? print thJ latest and best news.
grees. Only 0.15 of at inch of preclpi-tatiooccurred and we are in need
of more rain.
The disgusting discharges from the
Aurora J. C. Lucero Rain con- nose and throat, and the foul catarrhal
tinues every day and on the 10th breath, are quickly dispensed with by
instant we had the heaviest shower using Dr. Snoop's Catarrh Cure. Such
and hall that has occurred recently in soothing antiseptic agents as Oil Eucathis locality. It was like a cloudburst, lyptus, Thymol, Wild
Indigo, etc.,
but no material damage resulted,
have been incorporated into a snow
Casa Salazar I. Mora The week white cream, making a catarrhal
has not been very wet and rain is be- balm unexcelled. Sold by Fischer
ginning to be needed. Two showers Drug ;o.
occurred amounting to 0.57 inch. The
highest temperature was 97 degrees
What a New Jersey Editor Says:
and the lowest was fiO degrees.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Phillips-burg- ,
Chama Geo. Huth
Considerable
N. ,1., Daily Post, writes;
"1
cloudiness occurred and rather low
have used many kinds of medicine
minimum temperature'. The highest
for coughs and colds In my family bin
of the week was 83 degrees and the
never anything so good as Foley's
lowest was 42 degrees.
and Tar, I cannot say loo mu ih
Cloudcroft Jack Hollister
Light Honey
in praise of It." Ireland's Pharmac.
showers continue almost every day
and the total rainfall for the weelt
A Candy Bowel Laxative.
amounted to 1.07 inches. The high- Lax-fitest temperature was 70 degrees and If you have Constipation.
If you have a coated tongue.
the lowest was 42 degrees.
U, S. Weather If you are dizzy, bilious, sallow.
Durango, Colo.
Bureau The temperature of the week If you have Headache, Sour Stomach,
5 cents on Lax ets.
See for
averages 66 degrees or- 2 degrees a etc., risk
Sold hy Fischer Drug Co.
yourself.
the
below
the
normal;
highest
day
was 87 degrees and the lowest was
If you have kidney and bladder
45 degrees.
Three light .showers occurred amounting to 0.21 of an inch. trouble and do not use Foley's Kidney
Cure, you will have only yourself V
El Paso U, S. Weather Bureau
The temperature of the week averag- blame for results, as it positive!''
ed 80 degrees, or a degree a day above cures all forms of kidney and bladder
the normal. The highest was 94 de- diseases.
grees and the lowest was 06 degrees,
Men Past Sixty In Danger.
considerable cloudiness occurred and
More than half of mankind over
two light showers, amounting to 0.39
sixty years of age suffer from kldnoj
of an inch.
Folsom
Jackson Tabor The week and bladder disorders, usually enlarg
ment of prostate hlands. This Is both
was cool and cloudy, with thunderstorms every day, hut only two that painful and dangerous, and Foley's
brought rain to the station. These Kidney Cure should be taken at the
were of purely local character end first sign of danger, as it corrects ir
amounted to o.C3 Inch. More rain is regularities and has cured ma'.y old
needed as water is getting low. The men of this disease Mr. Rodney Bur
"I sufhighest temperature was 81 degrees ne ft, Roekport, Mo., writes:
fered wlih enlarged prostate gland
and the lowest was 48 degrees.
Fort Bayard Major G. H. Bushnell and kidney trouble for years and after
Showers have been frequent, each taking two bottles of Foley's Kidne
have for
day 'but the Sth, receiving some pre- Cure I feel better than
years, although I am now 91
cipitation and the total amounted to twenty
,
1.91. inches.
Partly cloudy skiles pre- year.-- old." Ireland's Pharmacy.
vailed. The highest temperature was
TEN YEARS IN BED.
86 degrees and the lowest was 54 de"For ten years I was confined to uy
grees.
bed with disease of my kidneys,"
Fort Wingate Capt. G. P. Heard
Light showers occurred on the 8th, writes R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oakville,
could
9th and 11th, amounting to 0.20 inch. Ind. "It, was so severe that
The days were partly cloudy, the not move part of the time. I consultsunshine of the week averaging about ed the very best medical skill avail36 per cent, and
temperatures 'were able, but could get no relief until Focorrespondingly How. The average ley's Kidney Cure was recommended
the to me. It has bee na Godsend to me."
for the week was 68 degrees;
highest was 86 degrees and the low- Ireland's Pharmacy.
est was 52 degrees.
Pink Lips Like Velvet. Rough, ChapIjako Valley Wm. P. Keil The
week began with partly cloudy weath- ped or Cracked Lips, can be made as
er and heavy dews prevailed. Outside soft as velvet by applying a light coatof a radius of five miles from the sta- ing of Dr. Shoop's Green Salve. It
tion very heavy rains occurred. Cooler takes out completely the soreness of
days were the rule and on the 8th we cuts, bruises, and all skin abrasions.
had a fair rain in the evening and Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
Into the night, amounting to 0.80 inch,
Hay Fsver and Summer Colds.
the total for the week amounting to
Victims of hay fever will experience
0.89 inch.
The nights have been very
great benefit by taking Foley's Honey
cool.
and Tar, as It stops difficult breathing
Las Veg'as Wm. Curtiss Baiiley
Considerable cloudiness has1 occurred immediately and heals the inflamed
during the week, the sunshine averag- air passages, and even if It should fail
to cure fou, it will give instant relief.
ing about 71 per cent, but only two
showers occurred, the precipitation The genuine is in n yellow package.
amounting to 0.17 inch. The temper- Ireland's Pharmacy.
ature of the week averaged 66 degrees, the highest was 88 degrees and If your Stomach is weak,
If your Food distresses yon,
the lowest was 46 degrees.
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr We had If you are Weak and Nervous,
two good rains and one light one, Use Dr. Shoop's Restorative for one
month and see what Is does for yon.
with chilly wind from the east.
Sold by Fischer Dttrg Co.
Nara Visa Willar
This
Belknap
ha3 been another Ideal week; we had
Orino Laxative Fruit 'Syrup Is sold
0.28 inch precipitation and there have
been good rains all over this section under a positive guarantee to ctre
during the week. The highest tem- constipation, sick headache, stomach
perature was 94 degrees and the low- trouble, or any form of indigestion. If
est was 58 degrees. Clear days gen- it falls, the manufacturers refund your
money. What more can anyone do.
erally prevailed.
Ojo Callente A. Joseph Copious
showers have occurred in this valley
We are extremely anxious co have
during the week, the precipitation our customers try a package of Dr.
amounting to 0.65 Inch. The highest Shoop's Health Coffee. It is designed
temperature was 88 degrees and the particularly for people suffering with
lowest was 56 degrees.
nervous troubles, stomach, liver, kidPueblo, Colo. U. S. Weather Bureau ney complaints, etc., which are invaThe week has been generally fair and riably aggravated by coffee drinking.
warm, with only a trace of rain. The Health Coffee consists of pnre toasttemperature averaged 72 degrees, the ed grains, malt, fruits, etc. The flavor
highest was 89 degrees and the lowest Is of true old government Java coffee,
was 55 degrees.
yet, not a grain of true coffee is used.
RIncon W. A .Foote Some clouds Sold by Cartwright-DaviCompany,
Bon-To-

i
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T. P. A
Colo,
New Meilcan
Printing Company,
Dealers, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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TUESDAY,
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The BEST
of all Liniments
In Use For Over

60 Years

IT IS

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

A QUICK HEALER
WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

For

DEEP-SEATEPAINS
APPLY THIS LINIMENT
FREELY AND RUB HARD,

CURES QUICK BECAUSE

IT PENETRATES QUICK.
NO PAIN SO DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD

REMEDY.

TIME-TRIE-

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL OUTWARD AILMENTS of DOGS

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.
23c,

flOc.

and $1 a BOTTLE.

HEALS OLD SORES AND
ULCERS PERMANENTLY
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RINGBONE & HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

GREATEST EMERGENCY.
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.

The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS, CHILBLAINS, OR ACCIDENTS

OF ANY KIND.
POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN THE STANDARD LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.
GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS
ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.

NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.
FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A
A

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED-I- T'S
THE
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND POULTRY.

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.
ALSO RUB

THE OUTSIDE

WITH THE LINIMENT.
TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.
MECHANICS

THEIR

NEED IT ON

WORK-BENC-

FOR PAINS, ACHES
SORE MUSCLES.

AND

THERE IS NOTHING SO
RUB IT IN WELL

GOOD.

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
Summer Diarrhoea in Children.
During the hot weather of the summer months the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before it becomes serious.
All that is necessary Is a few doses
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Rev. M. O. Stockland, Pastor of the
First M, B. Church, Little Fails, Minn.,
writes: "We have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera md Diarrhoea Remedy
for several years and find it a very
valuable remedy, especially for summer disorders in children:'
Sold by
all druggists.

CITY

OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
$43.65.

One fare for the round trip., date
of sale April 25th to May 5th, return
.
limit July 31st,
Also on June 25th to July 7tt, return limit September 15th. Also Sep-

tember Sd to 14th inclusive, return
limit October 31st. l iberal atop overs
allowed.
Just like Banta Fe all the way.
Call on any agent for information.
.
F. D. MARSHALL,
Acting Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
i

The New Mexican alms to pleasa
the beat element to the community. It
U always bright and It is always clean.

"

TUESDAY,

AUGUST

SAUTA

14, 1906.

Onr rtrit Brlcki.
The first bricks made on North
Amerlcau soil were manufactured by
the colonists of Virginia In 1012. Tbey
"were used In building the church at
Jamestown and the residences of the
governor and the more Important citizens. A portion of Jamestown church
la still standing, and the bricks of
which It was built are In good preservation and apppar to have been very
well made.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., t.t the junc-

leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Log Angeles, El Paso and
013 Mexico.
1,000 business and reaidence .lota, a'uo 25tl4G

Oddeit Monument la the World.
Terhaps one of the very oddest monuments Is fte tablet In a Berkshire
church la memory of a soldier who
had big left leg taken off "byhe above
ball," the actual cannon ball being Incited at the top.

out with broad 80 and

shade trees ; public school house, costing $16,000

1111
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hello-trop-

Seotuii tan,
By the law of Scotland the bushes
or shrubs planted in the garden belong
to the landlord, and the tenant cannot
remove them at the end of his tenancy.
The English law is the same on this

point.
Origin of Great Cllie.
A halo of romance encircles the location and beginning of most of the great
cities of the world. Rome owed its
origin to the flight of vultures over
Palatine hill, and Athens rose over the
summit of the Acropolis because an
olive tree had been planted at Its base
by the goddess baud of Minerva.
A Grain of Wheat.

A cross section of a grain of wheat
examined under the microscope shows
three layers of cells, the outermost the
longest.

Hooker.
As far back as the seventh century
the venerable Bede wrote: "The women
now are so luxurious that they do have
chairs with wooden circles on the legs
and which sway back and forth in such
sort that it maketh one sick to behold
tnem."
Monster Emperor.
Maxlmln, the Roman emperor, was
over eight feet high aud could wear
bis wife's bracelet as a thumb ring.
Once, when serving as a barbarian
soldier In the Roman army, he, on a
wager, killed an ox with bis fist and
ate one of the hind quarters fur a
single meal.
A

Fin.

The first statutory mention of pins
Is to be found In an English law passed
In the year 1483. The first patent pin
machine was one of American
ht's
machine of 1824.
make-Wrig-

er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
for wool, flmir, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New

Its importance, as a gTeat commercial
citv in the near future cannot b eatimiM
Mexico.

The

11

THE MODERN TORPEDO.
It

Wonderful Met'hanlHin null How
It Ik Operated.
The i)riiicilo of the torpedo Is the
placing of a very large charge of high
explosive In a steel case fairly alive
nilh mechanism and so Ingenious that
the nilssllo tired from a luhe with fl
small eliargeiof cordite or gunpowder
will automatically direct itself to n
given lurget und thore explode. The
Whitehead torpedo of today U n atee'
cigar or automatic porpolso, shaped
weapon or projectile from twelve to
seventeen feet long and eighteen Inches In diameter at Its widest. When
ready for tiring even a small one will
weigh over half a ton. They are delivered in live sections, which contain upward of 2.000 pieces of machinery.
The wot gun cotton in the 'wa'
head'' is inserted in slabs, each with a
hole in its center to receive the core of
dry guu cotton directly connected with
the detonating primer, which contains
fulminate of mercury and a percussion
cap, In front of the primer is screwed
the water "nose" a very sensitive
lch
operates automatically
when the weapon strikes and sets off
the whole charge.
"Behind the Avar head comes the chamber containing the compressed air that
drives this singular projectile througb
tbe water. Into Ibis chamber Is pumped
the air at a pressure of 1,500 pounds
to the square inch. And this escaping
through the valve leading to the little
engines provides the motive power.
Xext cumes the mechanism which automatically regulates the depth of the
torpedo during its run. This Ingenious
apparatus has been kept a great secret
and sold In turn to the various nations
of the world. Not far from the tall of
tbe torpedo are placed the driving enaose-wh-

A

"CI

FAST

LIMITED

EXPRESS,

MAIL AND

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered m in the center of the city,,

c Itivation)

ed (many of them improved by
We aaed a first

graTcl.

rm

BELEN,
well prat)

; no sand or

bakery, tailor sliop, shoe

house, jeweler, plumbing shoj ., planing mill, onai ind wood

yard, drug store, harncn shop, etc.. etc., aisr a
modem ho

and leims on eaay payments;

low

title perfect; warranty deeds.
cash.

Two-thir-

Irit clus,

t.

Our prions of lots ar

One-thir-

may Tcmai;. mi

purchase money,
note, wiih luortgiige sed

curity, for one year, with 8 per cent, intetest thero.
Apply at mc for map and prici, if you wish to itcur
the
bid, w

JOHN BECK EH, Praaiddtt.

r,r,r-,,T.
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FREIGHT TRAIN'S OF THE SANTA FE WILL GC

BELEN TOWJSISITE
lBKROEK,

LI j

Santa Fe R'y

of

Cut-of- f

Sectary.

Belen Town and Improvement Company
-

,,-,,

J I

-

The Mexican Central has recently
tlie" drudgery aud" weariness of "pracplaced on Rah; tickets to New York and
ticing. Most well known singers and
return, golni; via Oie Mexican Central
great executants go on practicing with
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
RINSHINP B01TP, v.a HUMANCE GATEWAY.;
more or less regularity all their lives.
then en via the famous Ward Bteana-- !
Not so Pablo Surasate. He takes up
IsLip Line in Now York. The return!
PAStS&NGEA AND FREIGHT SFflVlCt.
.UEAM.HI?
his violin for his own amusement, but
will he by rail over any lino to El FAST
"I;s",
TO ALU PARTS OF THE WORLD
his fluency and facility are such that:
COAST DEFENSE FORTS,
Paso, Tlie entire trip, covering thou-- j
he can dispense with the Irksome dally
sands or miles, Havana, Cuba, nnd its'
A Scheme That Will Moke New York
task of playing to keep his hand in.
famous Mow Castlo, Newport, and n
Practically Impregnable.
dozen of the Inreesl cities of the Unialnew
the
are
and
modern
"Very
Tainted Money.
ted States, can bo made for $122.50. A
The really unwholesome money, our most automatic forts,1 writes C. SJ. more
dcdlghlful trip can not be,
Bnlllvan
in
Technical World Jlagazine,
greasy paper currency, tainted with a
as stop-ove- r
planned,
privileges ore
tangible and offensively pungent taint, "so modern, Indeed, that the Installa- allowed mid the tickets are good for1
has long been a fertile subject for the tion of comparatively few of them has 0110
year from tbe dale of sale. T he
pens of public sanitarians and hyglen-Ists- . been completed. But so complcto Is trip Includes the City of Mexico, the!
in
of
the
confidence
all
the
experts
The carriage of infectious dis"Paris of America."
further lnfor-- ,
eases by these omnipresent and ubiqui- their Inviolability that $50,000,000 is to million can he .secured
'
ly addressing
be
once
at
the
States
United
spent
by
tous microbe stages, the dollar bills, is
A. JJiilohery, Commercial Agent, El
deIn
far more than a possibility. New York alone tbe perfection of Its coast
fense. Of this amount at least $1,000,-00- 0 Paso, Texas, or V. D. Jlurdock, As-- '
Globe.
will be expended at Forts Hamil- slstant General Passenger Agent, City
ton and
tbe harbor of Mexico.

Santa Fe Central Railway System,

ILECTIQJ

The American Jen.
Says Jacob H. Schlff of New York,
the eminent Jewish philanthropist: "It
Is my conviction that the crossing of
the different types of Jew, particularly of the Russian and the German Jew,
now beginning to go forward In this
country, Is destined In the course of
tbe next fifty years to produce the finest type of all times the American
Jew."
One on the Paitor.
The following notice was recently to
be seen outside a church door in a Surwill preach
rey village: "Hev. E. T
his farewell sermon on Sunday next.
The choir will render an anthem of
joy and thanksgiving, specially comNew York
posed for tbe occasion."
Tribune.

HI. Little Joke.
Back again, eh?" said tbe
inveterate gambler. "You haven't bean
There is also a controlling valve, well'
lately, I hear."
which can be arranged so as to close
"No," replied the croupier as he gave
automatically after the weapon has run the roulette wheel a twirl, "but I'm
a certain distance, thus obviating a
having a turn for the better just now."
futile explosion In the event of the torNew Orleans
pedo missing its target.
At: the end of the tail comes the
The Worn The Coald Do.
rudder, which keeps the torpedo
"What do the critics say about your
straight. But the most remarkable
new book, Mr. Scribbler?"
piece of mechanism is the gyroscope,
"Nothing, curse them!" Chicago
like a child's top. It Is set automatically by the release of a spring a moment or two after tbe torpedo is tohot
A Creator,
from its tube. It Is the duty of this
A great magician sura be is
little device to correct the torpedo's
The wiliest of the race
course if It: deviates In the slightest
For on tbe track he once made time,
And now he's writing- space.
degree from its Instructions.
Orleans
France leads the world with her torpedo flotillas. Great Britain possesses
A Remedy Saraeated.
about 110 torpedo boats of the first
I'm broke,
George
1
114
10
second class
class,
''destroyers,"
Frank-W- ell,
pull yourself together.
boats and 29 submarines built or build- -Detroit Free Press.
ing. Every nation Is giving great attention to Its torpedo boats. Even China
Ellle laland Reetaaranl.
has 44 of the iirst class and 50 second
There are some pretty big restauclass torpedo craft Exchange.
rants In New
and some of them
"Hello!

Schuyler, guarding
of New York.
"In coast defense work the first necessity is to be always prepared for
attack, never to be caught napping.
With this Idea la view small jbips of a
new type and great spe.,-- 1 are being
built for scouting purpose.- - """lepbone
systems, supplementing th
icgrapu,
are being built along the wuuie coast
line, each station connected with the
nearest fortress. Coast guards and
lookouts are being furnished with
portable searchlights, and eacu observer will carry with blm a portable telephone, tbe receiver clamped to bis ear
so that he may bo In constant touch
with tbe officer In command of the fire
control station. More remarkable still
Is the flying 'periscope,' a scientific
combination of telescope and camera,
which will automatically take snapshots showing tbe details of everything
visible on land and water within a distance of ten or even twenty miles.
"In practice It has been found possible to locate a target five or six miles
away, make the necessary calculations,
aim and fire a gun and drop a shot exactly on the specified spot, all within
three or four minutes."

It' you want anything
a Ne w Alex can "ad."

I'aliiK of the Period.
"What has happened to our old
friend tbe period?" remarked a man
who observes little things and has n
habit of reading advertisements. "It
seems to have dropped out of use almost completely In the setting up of
advertisements lately. And to any one
who pays attention to punctuation the
absence of tbe full stop puzzles him a
good deal.

A missionary recently returned from
the region of upper Kongo, in Africa,
says that be saw there a curious platform thirty feet high erected In front

of the head sentry's house. The latter
Informed the missionary tbat it was a
large stage from which to shoot leopards, but natives told hliu that it was
a torture platform. Unfortunates who
did not bring in sufficient quantities of
rubber were first beaten, sometimes almost (0 death, and then taken to the
top of the structure and compelled to
gaze at the sun until relatives brougbt
the necessary amount of rubber as redemption.
Sarasate, Who Xever Practical.
Sarasate, the great violinist, Is in one
respect very fortunate among
nothuut whatever of

earthfry

on

Montezuma I.odgo No
1, A. F. ft. A. M. Regit
lur communication first
Monday of each mnntu
at Masonic Hall al 7:.".ft
p. m.
H. Y. STEPIIliWl,

W. M.

ALAN R. McCOtlD, Cecy.
Ban La Fe Chaptor, No.
t, R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Maaonln Hall at 7: SO
m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIOMAN, Secy.

aSSS2

ffi

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
:R0 p. m.
W. a. GRIFFIN. W. 0.
W. IS. KBNNfSDY, Recorder.

4

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Arnopted
Rltn of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third .Saturday of each month
at 7: HO o'clock In the evening In
Masnulc J tall, south side ot I'laft.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRiNKLIN EASLRT, S2.
Venerable Maater.
mivk RAN CI 3 KNIGHT, 14, Sac.

Oil-so- n

Sln.

j

MASONIC.

Amcrlcanliatloa of Gaanajaalo.
Fix that name of a
state in Mexico In your mind. It Is a

Wm-thlef-

-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Guanajuato!

name you will see constantly in print
and hear frequently on tbe Hps of Investors from now on, for Guanajuato
Is today what California was In 1840
and what the Klondike was In 1897
and a little more, for Guanajuato Is a
gold and silver mining region of
known enormous production. It Is the
application of Americanism In this district, however, In the shape of newly
Invented machinery and the most up
to date methods in mining, that makes
this a new El Dorado.
Cecil Rhodes In his last public speech
before his death declared tbat the
"richest mining country in the world
York,
la Mexico." "The consensus of opinion
feed as many people In a day as would of scientists," added the gold mine
make up tbe whole populatiou of a king, "Is that Mexico will furnish gold
small town, but It Is doubtful If any and silver for the whole world from
restaurant serves more meals the year the mines of the Astec country."
around than that on Bills Island, which
Wlllets' Mexico Letter In Leslie's
caters to everybody from the commis- Weekly.
sioner down lo the poorest Immigrant
Honaea of th Natlona.
who, for lack of cash, Is awaiting deMost civilized countries take a very
portation. On an average 0,000 meals
a day are served 011 tables, to say noth- reliable census of the number of building of the hundreds of meals packed ings wlthiL their dominions. Thus we
find that Russia beads the list In reIn boses to he carried away by ImmAnd spect to the number of houses In any
igrants aolug to the interior.
there are uo deadheads. livery meal country. She has 11,430,000, or as
served except to the restaurant help many as tbe United Kingdom and ItaIs paid for.
The commissioner and ly combined, for we have but 7,100,000
bis chief aids have a special dining and make a poor second to France,
room, with silver, china, glass and with Its 0,080,000. Germany has about
linen that no hotel would be ashamed 6,000,000 houses and Holland 729,000.
But in point of value we are a long
of, New York Sun.
way ahead of any European power.
are
Heir He Helped la Cleaning: Hoaae. Houses in the United Kingdom
2,424,000,000, while Russia's
The Bulows and the German royal worth
are only valued at
701,000,000.
family are on very friendly terms. In
Is worth
the course of a conversation at Pots- France's building property
1,704,000,000, being about 500,000,000
dam the chancellor's wife remarked to
more than Germany. The United States
the kaiser that her mansion badly
Is very rich in property, the value of
needed
cleaning. The kaiser was her 11,400,000 houses
being Set down
amused. "May I help you to clean it?"
as 2,850,0O0,000.-Answ- ers.
he asked, and, taking the remark as a
Joke, she assented. The next day sev- Ban Lace Cmn Be Clean
Wltli Floar
eral large crates were delivered at the
Cream colored lace can be cleaned
letprincess' bouse and an. autograph
and made to look like new by rubbing
ter from the kaiser sayfeg tbat be was It In
dry four. Rub as if washing in
doing his share In the cleaning by water, then take it outdoors and shake
ton
a
of
And
her
every
soap.
sending
all the flour out. If not perfectly clean
ounce was duly delivered.
repeat the rubbing In a little, more
clean flour. The flour must be very,
Naaaen on Bailor.
thoroughly shaken from the lace or the
Dr. Nansen is fond of sailors. He result will be far from
satisfactory.'
says there is a brotherhood of the sea White knitted hoods can be cleaned In
which stamps sailors and singles them this way; babies' socks also If
only'
out from all other callings. He has lightly soiled.
earnestness
more
found
thoughtful
t
among sailors and a better Bplrlt than
tialr was long, his hat was big,
among members of any other profes- Ills
He iveor.:e(i to lovs to show It:
sion. Sailors, he believes, bear all their Vet.
though he wrote a thousand rhymn,
hardships and sufferings with calmness
He nflver was a poet.
-- Clevuland Plain Dealer.
and fortitude,

Tl(5'f7
-

If ymi cannot afford fo pay for a:
daily paper, Fiihsorlbe for tho Weekly
New Mexican Review and Rft (Tip
cream of the week's doings, it. Is 0
good pnpf-.- 10 pciirt in your friends.

-

Kongo PonUbmeat.

s

on Helen

Improvement
Company
are owners of the
W'J.

gines.

"Here's a
ad., for Instance.
Reading It as It is punctuated, It gives
you reason to believe tbat In addition
to the author saying several complimentary things about bis own story he
asks you If you've read It, advises you
to and tells you what Its price is. Of
course I know they want you to buy
their books, but I never saw one doing
this in an advertisement before.
Lelaiiton'a Peerage.
"Printers tell me It's the latest style
Frederic Leigbton's peerage was the. in
composition to omit the period. If It
lived
the
of
shortest
in
history
England. Is It's the silliest fashion I've observed
He died on the day following that upon In a
long while, and I'll bet that when
which the patent of nobility was Isthat
particular author sees that ad.
sued, and as he left no heir tbe title he'll think
so too." New York Press.
died with him.

sonie-tlme-
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Ancient Grecian Aconatlc.
The ancient Greeks, to secure resonance without the use of woodwork,
placed under the seats of their theaters
earthen pots with the mouth turned toward the stage, the vibrating mass of
sir in these serving to
the
sound.

Circles around the moon are
large and sometimes small because tbey are formed at different
heights In the air.
A Japanese scientist suggests that
the radio activity of air may be due to
tbe escape of emanations from' subterranean regions. He proposes that tbe
smoke from volcanoes be examined to
see if this theory be correct.
When any one with normal eyesight
stands at right angles to a ray of sunlight It Is easy to see floating dust particles which are not discoverable with
the aid of the strongest microscope.
What is seen by the unaided eye Is not
tbe particle of solid matter, but the
cone of light reflected from It and
much greater space..

railmad

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,

The
Belen Town and
"--

--

book

8CIENCE SIFTINGS.

church-

;

ho-

The Heulan FI7.
The wheat fly feeds upon the flower
of the wheat, while the hesslan fly
lays Its eggs on the stem. The former
thus renders the flower abortive, while
the injury done by the latter affects
the whole plant.

i

laid

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several large mercantile establishments; the Helen Patent Roll-

Morning Rainbow,
A rainbow In the morning foretells
rainy weather during the day,

The llellntrniie.
The heliotrope
emblem of devotion. This Idea wns probably suggested by the curious habit presented by
this flower of turning lis face toward
the sun. Moore's poetical lines about
the sunflower turning on her god
where he sets ho same look that she
turned when lie rose Is not founded on
e
fact. The sunflower is not a
and does "not turn 10 face the
sun.

itt,

streets, with alleys 20 feet

70-fo-

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and gTand old

Mexican Police.
The Mexican police attend closely to
their duties and are very polite. At
night each policeman carries a lantern, and this luntern Is set out on the
sidewalk opposite wherever be may
be; so it is possible to look down a
street and see a whole row of these
twinkling lanterns.

Pile.

fAGE SEVSN.

Evi a

tion of the Main Lino of the Santa Fo System

The different sized (lies frequently
observed in houses are not, as commonly supposed, the younger or more
fully grown members of the same family. All flies of the snme species are
of the same size.

X. M.

QME T

Spoon.

An Old Bible,
Oue of the oldest Hihles in Connecticut is la possession of Thomas P. Aitkin of Manchester. It Imr. been in the
Aitkin family for centuries mid according to the title pajre It "was imprinted by the deputle of Christopher
Barker, printer to Hie ijuenes most excellent majeslle, l."!9. Knglished by
L. Tomeon."

SAN'ii

Si

are of nearly the same size
all over the civilized world, and four
tablespoonfuls make what In medical
parlance Is denominated a wineglass,
ful,

Roman aval Crown.
The KoniMi uuval crown was given
to the admiral triumphant at sea. It
was of gold, aud Us decorations were
the prows of ships.

XJi)V MEXICAN,

.:i'.

Spoons

r

IE

I. O. O. F.

Connection at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso A Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Isiand & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grcnds Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
.W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. QRIM8HAW,
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANI4. DISERT,
Ant. Sec'y and Treas.
J. P. LYN6,
A. L. GRIM3HAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

e

Rubber Stamps
WTIEX YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOrLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3F.0AUSE THEY SAVE

TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

O. O F.,
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2,
meota every Thursday evening In Odd
Fallows' Hall, San Fran slum siret
Visiting brotbors welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. O.
DAVID I MILLER, Secy.
1

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,

I

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular mooting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTHR, C. C.
J. S. CANDKLARIO, K. R. S.
R. 11. BOWLER, Master of Finance
B, P.

0. E.

. Santa Fe Lcdbe. No. 460, B. P. O. .,
holds lis regi'lar session on the secon

and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and weV
NORMAN L. KING, 1. R.
come.
A. J, FISCHER, Secy.

FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodga, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' nail,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat-er'
welcome.
R. L. BACa., Fraternal Maater.

PRICE-LIS- T
He
8tamp, not over 1 inches long
Each additional lino on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
and not over Z inches long. .20c
Stamp, over
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 8 inches long. . .5c
Each additional lino on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
8c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per ineh
Each additional line, name price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 28c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in aize, we charff
Where type nsed is over one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
or one line for each one-haDATES, ETC.
Local Bater, any town and date for ten years
.$1.00
80c
in
and
Ledger Dater, month, day
year
86c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubher Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2ix3, 25c; 2x4, 35c; 8Jx6l( 80c;
Ono-lin- e
.
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FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

jVEW

EXICAfJ PRINTING CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

DAVID GONZALBS, Secy.
G MONTOTA, Treaa.

kUGGIl

It

,

ClOtt

fAGR

SANTA

GOCES,

BAEIS, BUTCpS!
CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

250 San Francisco Street,
orocerv Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No.
No.

H

MINERAL WATER.
year. One can always eat a salt
Artesian Mineral Water Is herring, per lb. 30.
especially recommended toy the bot- tiers for all kidney, liver and stomach
VINEGAR.
troubles. Being artesian water it is
Good vinegar makes good salad.
tree from all possible contamination.
We carry an assortment in bottles.
Price per bottle 15c, per doz. $1.65.
C. & B. Malt vinegar, quarts 3.rc,
As a table water and for use In
Kuner's Malt, 25c.
making summer drinks this water has
Bayle's Terragon, pints, 2oc.
uo superior.
Bayle's Terragon, quarts, 35c.
Terragon vinegar 'gives a delightful
zest to a salad.
SUMMER DRINKS.
We have an assortment of soda
water, ginger ale, grape fruit chamCANNED GOODS.
pagne, and unt'ermented wines that
Our stock of canned Utah, meats, etc.
is quite complete. Welch's
Grape will
be a surprise to you, if you have
Juice, pints 30c, quarts 60c; Soda Wat- never seen it. We have a hundred
3
15c.
for
Grape sorts to
2oc,. quarts
er, pints
select from.
Pruit Champagne, quarts 15c and $1.C5
Cold boiled ham, large cans SSc.
Blood
of the grape champagne,
Underwood's dfviled ham, 20c and
quarts 30c.
30c.
wines
Unfermented
and California
Common deviled ham 05c and 10c.
cider 30c,
Imported sardines 10c to 40c.
Grape juice builds up the system,
Sardines a la Bordolalse, fish shaped
is a food and a delightful beverage.
tine, 20c, two for $35.
lb, jars Griffin preserves 25c.
Tall jars Ferndell preserves 40c,
MALT EXTRACTS.
Are you run down? Do you need a
bracer? Then use Malt NiUrlne or
CANTALOUPES.
These conSchlitz's Malt Extract.
We are now receiving daily shiptain largo quantities of hops, and are ments of cantaloupes. They soil at
sedatives and soporifics as wpll as five and ten cents each.
flesh builders.
Malt Xutrine
especially, contains
BAYLE'S SPECIALTIES.
quantities grape sugar.
Saratoga chip potatoes lb. 25c.
Per bottle 20c per dozen, $2.35.
Pretzels, per pound 15c.
Salted peanuls, pound 25c.
BONELESS HERRING.
Bayle's pretzels are dipped In lye
herbaked over an open fire. That is
and
skinned
and
boneless
Bayle's
ring make a tine dish this time of why they are better.
Coyote

IS

IFRANC1SOO

LEVI 1, HUlrHKS.

DKLCMDO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.
have some choice property fur the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.
:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West fide of Plaza,

t

If. AEESS.

W,

N. TOWNSEXD.

1

THE CLU
&

t4 Ajcueu.tcuiau at

nil mm whit
Of

:

:

DIo-nlcl- o

ev-'j-

tend-towi-

H

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

.

Scenic Line of

THE

BEST STRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N.

M,

ALL f(0TEL ACCOMODATIONS

SULPHUR SPIRNGS,

ZLZZZZ.

f

Dmvr

ran

UBLXSHER S

N- -

M

iORETTO
FE,

ACAIDIEIM:-

THE ORIGINAL
;

RINTERS

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO,

PROP.
San Francisco St.

Headquarters for the Best
sortment of

. .

BINDERS . .

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the
Celebrated Frey Patent
BOOK.

OPENING

NEW

-

MEXICO.

Chamberlain's

A lady just from Mexico arrived in
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Come ouick and get the
first pick.

Almost svery family hat need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at some lime during the
year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it for
many yean and know its value.
It has received thousands of

:f3g
Mjiti

s

,

rfWJ-af-

in

i

srftgmp

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In
dian Curios In th United 8tae.

A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Makes a man feel at peace with the
wLole world.
You ca get it at th
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

As-

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-- !
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.

A

Wet

u

Train.

SANTA

We Ar

Rte

N

You'll Have to Hurry!

301-30- 3

TO

Pres. W. G. Tight,

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

OLD : CURIO

tie Wotld."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

New Mexico,

HO FOR

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

j

of

New Mexio.

:

..,.

UNIVERSITY

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Pe,

St. Michael's College

v

Mercantile Stationery
Mattffu tara

ly true. Why all this dictation "take
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
this or nothing" 'policy? Has the time
and I take pride in the name and just arrived when almost 350,000
fame of New Mexico. I am an Ameri- - Americans in New Mexico, and utmost
Changes In Penitentiary Force.
can, as yon are Americans, and you 175,000 Americans hv Arizona cannot
Superintendent Arthur Treltord of
ana 1 alike nave tne right to claim iDe ,hoard nnA mm be punished 'by the New Mexico 'penitentiary, today
as our own every acre and every rod L clrde at Washineton whose announced the following promotions
of country
from Maine to Oregon; toower on statenood matters, appar- - In the 'personnel of the prison force:
from Florida to California. (Applause).
E. V. Garcia, guard, 'promoted to
ntly, rivals all trusts? New Mexico
The heavens have been more than hould
be
cell house keeper, vice William
her
elect
bury Jointure forever,
propitious so far, and we must not est citizens as delegates for a con- - Cole, deceased. Tomas Romero, apcomplain of this shower. All I shall tttutionnl convention, draft a strong pointed prison guard, vice E. V.
say is, if New Mexico wants to be a
onstitution, and then ask Congress to Garcia, promoted to cell house keeper.
State, you can count me in, and I will Jmlt us as a separate state under our
Pensions Granted.
go to Washington to speak for you,
of
Upon the recommendations
name. This action would show
or do anything you wish." (Ixing and
u, honestly
as we stand today, Delegate W. H. Andrews, and after
continued applause).
their claims, the
I feci that, both the Senate and examination Into
to have aid
A great change seems
would respect us for this commissioner of pensions has granted
House
tip
come up between Colonel Roosevelt
the following pensions to New Mexiooirse.
and President Roosevelt as regards
liana writing you merely as a resi co veterans:
if
I
am
and
New
Mexico,
statehood for
Salome Trujillo, Tusas, Increase
de of New Mexico, who 'holds her
not very much mistaken he was in
$12, from June 18th, 1906; Jose
not.
as
a
at
Interest
and
heart,
New Mexico on that occasion just
de Taos, InMedina, Ranehos
l
about as long a- - Beveridge and his cailidate for any office either
crease to ?10 per month from May 2d,
or state.
YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
committee when on their remarkable
THE FORTY-EIGHT.Jgain thanking you for your kind 1906; Francis B. Beck, Floyd, additiontour of inspection. Rut then Colonel
al
pension $8, from May 10, 1906; VicBROTHER E. LEWIS President.
Roosevelt was not investigating the letbr, believe me,
tor GIron, Pojoaque, increase $12 from
Very sincerely yours,
slums of New Mexico and looking for
July 4, 1906; Victor Fllmk, Fort BayMIGUEL A. OTERO.
everything had.
ard, original $17 per month from Feb
A short time ago I rend an editorial
ruary 16, 1905.
which was so good and to the point WHO DANCED
that I give it to you, although I canTHE EAGLE DANCE?
not recall the name of the paper:
MARKET REPORT.
"Too big for one State. The area
boundaries
Reputed Today That Affair Which
Included within the present
MONEY AND METALS.
of the Territories of New Mexico and
Ws Considered Best Part of En
New York, Aug.,
Prime merin
equal
Arizona is approximately
was
"Fake."
tertainment
cantile paper 5,
per cent.
size and shape to the combined aroas
Bar Silver 65
of the States of Pennsylvania, MaryTU hundreds of spectators who en- New York, Aug., 14. Lead and copOhio,
land, Virginia, West Virginia,
joyefj the Indian dances at Santa per
quiet, steady and unchanged.
Indiana and Kentucky. Those seven Clara Sunday were loud In their praise
St. Louis, Aug. 14. Lead quiet
states have a total area of 230.285 of t'hi Eagle Dance, which was one
5.C5; spelter quiet 5.90.
area of of tin most
square miles, while the total
unique ever witnessed. GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
and
Mexico
New
of
the two territories
Now, however, comes the report that
Chicago, Aug., 14. Wheat 77; DeArizona is 235,380 square miles.
the sooalled eagle dance was a fake. cember 74.
"It ought to be evident to even the It Is asserted that the affair was gotCorn September 19
December
of ten
most provincial and narrow-mindeup by some joke inclined mem- 4545
state
gova
eastern Congressmen that
bers of the Santa Fe lodge of Elks
Oats September 31
December
ernment could not be organized that and that the "Indians" were Edward 32
32
would care 'properly for the Interests Ehle and S. G. Cartwright.
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
At least
Pork September $17; January
of Philadelphia, Baltimore, Richmond, that is wlat certain members of the 15.
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
InCincinnati, Wheeling, Pittsburg,
local Elks' lodge are now whispering
Lard September
$8.62
it
And
dianapolis and Louisville.
Ribs September $8.S7
among tlwir friends. At all events,
$8.90.
would not be primarily .because of an the specta ors say tho dance could not
East and
with all lin
WOOL MARKET.
Connection t
excessive population that single state have been beaten and whether the
St. Louis, Aug.. 14. Wool steady,
Low a Other Line.
Time a Quick and
government would fail tor a state ex- dancers were the "real goods" or not, unchanged.
tending from the Atlantic to the Mis- they arose to the occasion nohlv.
STOCK MARKET.
sissippi, but rather on account of the
Closing StocKS, August 14.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
diversity of conditions and interests
Atchison 95
Pfd 100
DAY
defendbe
not
successfully
that could
New York Central 141.
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through
ed and served In such a way.
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results.
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PRIVATE HOSPITAI,
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limited number of patients, New opcratlr.fr. rooms completely
pqnlpppd with modern Instru-

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
and Radiographic work,
AJtalat RaH. Phntothi-rapy- ,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

